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NUMBER 423

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 7, 1903

VOLUME 16

THE PRESIDED? 'S
FARGO SPEECH

the treasury on the first of April of
$11,471.84.

The
lected
ing to
The
meals

city clerk reported licenses col
during month of March amount

INDIAffjjjHIEFS

$521.50.

therefore, mad up their minds to cur
the blunder before the arrival of a
presidential year, and. therefore, It Is
understood amongst the leaders that
the statehood Mil must be passed In
the long seEalon, uuxt t Inter.
"There will be a Btrenuous effort
made to join New Mexico and Arizona
as one state, and that may be forced
down our throats, whether we wish it
or not. I understand that Arizona
does not like it very well, and, to tell
the truth, I dou't like It myself. From
the expression of our people during
the latter part of the session of congress just closed, I am satisfied that
New Mexico would agree to single
statehood for the two territories. I desire to say that when one considers
It. the propci'.tlon is not at all a bad
one. muca. as we may aesire to nave
statehood for New Mexico alone.
"The greet state wouid still be 15,000
square miles less than Texas, but second In the union. We would have two
United States senators and three representatives, or a delegation of five in
congress. That would be for. the two
territories a great boon over eur pres
ent two voteless delegates. We would,

ELECTIONS

;
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RflAMV

CITIEB

city marshal reported that 434
hey Welcio President Roose
were served at city prison, 117
arrests and $465 in fines for the
velt in Dakota.
month of March.
The report made by Fire Chief Nash
bowed that he has taken hold of the
TILLMAN
ork with Interest. He recommended NDICTMENT . AGAINST
an extension and repairing of the fire
larm system. The chief has found in
his Inspection that the alarm system Colorado Springs to Get the Strattaa
Is somewhat deteriorated by the years
of service, the insulation being worn
Charity Home,
and the service inadequate for the
needs of the city. He recommended
that eighteen new fire alarm boxes be
HIGH PRICE OF COTTON.
ordered In and a three current service
adthe
Furthermore
established.
be
dition of one regular and three call
Bismarck, N. D., April 7 VfTicn
men to the fire department.
Roosevelt reaches. Bis- President
H. EV
Stover, T. J. Out-raChicago, .Avril 7. Election day open Pratt, E.
N. D.. April 7. Notwithstand- them to a bloody jumble of anarchy
The report of the city chemist was
afternoon he will) find
marck
this
a u cool and there Is every Fox, H. Brockmeier, John Beaven. F.
ed
clear
tryanny.
filed.
presented
strange,
and
seems
look
and
It
ing yesterday' severe blizzard the
H the town given-oveto his. enter- a heavy vote will be. Fornot. William Farr,. D, H. BoaU
indication;
ing- The old ditch question came up and
that any of our people should
A delegation of two
talnment.
weather today was clear and bracing haveback,
Hsydea
polled.. The fact that Harrison was right. A. M. Whttcomb, 4-.failed to recognize a duty so ob the city attorney reported that he had
hundred Sloux Groa Ventsr and X
and the program for the reception and vious; but there was such failure, and falted to reach any agreement wltn
conceded to be the logical democratic T. V Whltteu, Charles Mausard, ErnK Creek Indians arrived from south X
candidate long before the. primaries, est Myers, W. W. Stroag, J. F. Sulzer.
add ess of President Roosevelt was the government at home, the civil au the people of Barelas in regard to clos
and north this morning. Follow- IV A.
and
the llxely contest between .Stewart O. Dfecknan. Wllll&at-KJek-e.
ing
the ditch.
earned but according to plans. The thorities in the Philippines, and above
ing the president at the state
republican nomina Mstfoheraon, B. H. Thomas, Z. Bless.
page eight.)
for
the
(Continued
and
on
Harlan
The payroll was approved by the fin
epedal train arrived here during the all our gallant army, had to do their
capitol they will, present him
tion ; amused unusual Interest in to- D. A.. Blttner. Robenti Massey. K. A.
earl morning and at 8:30 the local work amid a storm of detraction. The ance committee and was ordered paid.
with a written address testifying
END OF CONTROVERSY.
side
cement
asking
day's contest and it Is believe, will Newman. W. P. Me.ealf, H. C Clark.
way
for
A
petition
a
army
special
in
was
on
attacked
in
the
waited
ption
rece
committee
to their faith in him and their ap-avenue,
The meeting then adjourned, subject
be
Railroad
on
West
end
walk
Inforfor
good,
in
the
which finally did
president and after a brief and
Colorado Springs to Got tM 8tratton respite tn the largest, vote ever cjsst at
proval of hia official acts in the
call of the executive committee.
t
election.
lwt
mal reception at the train escorted it aroused the hearty resentment of tween Eleventh and Twelfth streets
Charity
Homik
Among
Interest of th- Indiana.
general QQmmT?-tte- e
members of
The
7.
April
Springs,
Raln-in-thhim in carriages through the business the great body of the American people. was recommended by the street com
Cab.,
Colorado
X
the number will be
tip meet at the offlce-o- f
requested
Louis
are
St.
Election..
port 'on of the city. One of the feat- not against the army, but against the mlttee, and the city attorney ordered
Colorado Sprlngj will, have the Myron
Face, the Sioux chieftain, who la
an ordinance.
T. J. Curran tomorrow (WednesSi. Louis, April 7: Owing t the re- ures was the welcome accorded by the army's traducers. The. circumstances to draw-uStratton home as designated by the cest
having kitled Cus- credited
with
Wool
of
Grande
petition
boodle convictions mort than or- - day) afternoon nt;3 o'chxH, 'or he
Rio
peculiar
the
dif
The
children of the city, several thousand of the war made it one'of
Short
millionaire,
Stratton.
W..S,
late
depot
ter. On three sides of the
(Unary Interest is shown In Uie election. transaction of bjelness.
of whom were assembled together ficulty, and our soldiers were exposed en Mills company, aslng an extension ' have been, raised heroic pictures
ly after the openls ot court this mor
Moun
on
plant
to
water
wrongs
their
mains
of
foes
greet
from
their
peculiar
to
to
able
was
president
where the
ning. Judge Orr handed down his de today for members of the wit? council:
of the president, one as a plains- delegates. Members, of
Pu$kLe!ptloA. '
tropical Jungles tain road was brought up again with
' They fought in densewere
them.
a
cision in favor of' a, compromise whle.h and house of
and
Juan
man,
as
at
San
otu
charge
April 7.
lectio day-IIn
Pueblo,
being
committee
very
report
of
Cola,
also
of
education
the
board
the
treach
ne
was
the
against enemies who
After the drive the president
third as he appears in the White X was agreed upon yesterday by attor voted for.. A bright cloa day promises
and warm. Tbfi polls, apened
clear
propua
escorted to a stand in front of the Wal erous and very cruel, not only toward On motion It was decided that the wa
and
neys
for the contestants
house. After the speech making
to bring out a fuller v.oto than, h us- at 7 o'clock and voting begajt immedorf hotel, where he addressed a large our own men, but toward the great ter mains be extended to the city Urn
president will be driven past X ents of the Stratton will. The eeurt ually
the
coBt
to
stand
the
woolen
mills
most
its;
natives,
Philipfriendly
the
the
caatt at off year eitx. elections In diately. ImH nations n th&t U heavof
on
numbers
crowd
the
and enthusiastic
directs tha the sum of $360,0iW be
an eld fashioned barbecue In
St. Louisv There are five tickets. In the iest vote In the history, of Pweblo will
peaceable and most civilized among of the extension from the city limits
pines.
mil
the
Stratton,
dead
Harry
paid
I.
being
are
to
S which two whole steers
be csst and. the two candidates
for
MyThe north- whom eagerly welcomed our rule. Un to their plant.
field.
Fellow Citizens:
roasted. The weather is perfect. Jt lionalre's eon, and that the prvlsTon
v
mayor
The report of the special commit
.
wlJJirun
olo..
west, whose sons in the civil war add der such circumstances, amond a hunof the ktet testament of the, testator
Democratic Victory.
ed such brilliant pages to the honor dred thousand hot blooded and power tee to appraise the cost of the side
e cartid Gut
by
was
made
viaduct
across
the
small
walk
serving
de
a
young
in
men
Cleveland ON,. April; ts Cowptete
ful
bore
roll of the republic, likewise
returns from yesterday's municipal
HI oh Price of Cotton.
full share in the struggle in which the tachments on the other side of the Mr. Rodgers, who recommended that RETURNS FROM pHIKGTON
war with Spain was the beginning; a globe, It was impossible that occasion the bill of $600, cost of construction
New York, April 7. The rise in cot election, in this city give Johnson, dem- He Issjiee Two Proclamations Stirring
Up. TH)) at; etgrad. - struggle slight Indeed when compar- al instances of wrongdoing should not be paid. Report adopted.
ton which begun almost five months ocrat, for mayor, & plurality of 6,985.
Belgrade.
leglslat
8ervl, April 7. Kins
in
of
Harrison,
the
they
occurred
May
Alderman
presidentLapp,
that
fact
of
when
for
wrestle
democrat,
today
occur.
The
gigantic
the
death
ga, waa continued
ed with the
eD
Jaw,: Kissasfcij touched 10.40c and Jwly. 9c, a new council, ha plurality el 10.436 over Alexander " today v executed
which for four years stamped to and retaliation for, well nigh Intolerable Ive committee, made a brlef report of Dolegttt
high record for the present movement Sontheimer, the republican candidate. d'etat. He Ussued, two proclamations.
fro across the southern states In the provocation can not for one moment the bills passed relating to municipal
suspension of
on Several Subjects, .
civil war; but a struggle fraught with be'admitted In the way of excuse or government.
The market opened strong and aetlve The republicans elected Schrelner for ta first decree lag a April 18, 1901, the
readopted
constitution
A motion was adopted that the grade
memtwo
were
four
consequences to the nation, and indeed justification. All good Americans re
pollc
of
almost
the
clerk and
all around, but the shorts
passed
law
objectionable
pealing
be
an
street
on
Sixth
war
North
sewer
of
deplore
elethem, and the
the
to the world, out of all proportion to gret and
bers of the school council. Otherwise,
the only buyers of May, the bull
GLAD TO GET BACK.
the smallness of the effort upon our department has taken evtry step in its changed.
ment holding off and taking only so the democrats made ft clean sweep, la thereunder by the retiring councillors
and
An issue which received animated
part.
much as was necessary to strengthen the new city council the democrats of state, dissolving the skupshtlua
intro
resolution
was
the laws as they existed
the
discussion
Three and a half years ago Presl-dentheir positions. Advances extended will have 17 and the republican 9
(Continued on page four.)
previous to the constitution of 1901. duced declaring the city ditch a nuls
McKinley spoke in the adjoin
Delegate to congress, B. S. Rodey, from 1 to 7 points, but the bulk of th members.
action,
demanding
Immediate
mg state or Minnesota on the occa
ance and
The second proclamation, restores the
returned on No. 1 from the east last trading was in May and July.
A motion was made for its adoption
sion of the return of the Thirteenth
constitution to its former validity.
evening. He was met by a Dally Cltl
MEETING LAST NIGHT.
CITY COUNCIL.
which waa amended to the effect that zen reporter this morning, and had the
Minnesota volunteers from the PhilipBoston Wool Market.
In the first proclamation the kins
pine Islands, where they had served
a committee De appointed 10 invesw
says the senate and skupschtina creatBoston. Mass., April 7. The wool
say
his
to
reference
with
following
to
gate the conditions likely to result
with your own gallant sons of the
market continues quiet. Prices have
ed under the constitution granted by
labor before congress:
on
North Dakota regiment. After heartily
there,
but
the
and
here
from closing the ditch and what would
softened
him In 1901, passed laws which proved
The Good Government League-Gene- ral
"I am indeed glad to be at home and
thanking the returned soldiers for Half a Dozen Important Matters become of the surface street water
Impracticable. Furthermore, the conwhole the changes during the week are
fight
strenuous
the
get
from
rest
some
their valor and patriotism, and their
City Engineer Ross explained that the
Territory wools are quiet
material.
not
stitution, by tending to fan political
on
In
Washington
Appointed.
the
Committee
Brought Up and Discussed,
contemptuous refusal to be daunted
staple
Fine
surface water would not be a serious that was made
normal.
prices
with
passions prejudiced the Interests of
I regret, of course,
or misled by the outcry raised at home
The resolution was statehood question.
consideration.
scoured. 525Sc; fine, 5062c; fine
fatherland and hindered its develthe
any
one
can
sincerely
the
as
that
as
by the men of little faith who wished
adopted as amended.
medium, 47048c; medium, 4345c.
opment
as a state and nation. Affairs
out
was
in
talked
the
bill
60V. STOVER PRINCIPAL SPEAKER.
L0N6, BUSY MEETING.
us to abandon the Islands, he spoke
An ordinance, providing that the statehood
Balkans,
In
the king adds, are very
the
conof the islands themselves as follows:
Indicted for Murder,
pawnbrokers pay a license of $250 a short session of the
needs order, unity
Servla
serious
and
Columbia, S. C, April 7. The grand
"That congress will provide for
year and provide a bond for the proper gress. It Is not dead by any means,
peace. She should offer a bright
and
government
The
city
shape.
good
league,
about
leaders
splendid
The
council
The
met
ses
in
regular
in
is
jury today returned a true bill against
them a government which will bring
return of articles upon which money but
country.
example of a peace-lovinthem bleslngs, which will promote sion at the city building last night, all Is loaned, in the sum of $500, was of the republican party la (be nation James H. Tillman, charging him with a hundred strong, met last night in the at
always
be ready to
time
same
the
aldermen being present. The chair passed unanimously.
realize that talking the statehood bill the murder of N. O. Gonzales last Jan- vacant Armljo storeroom on West
'their material Interests as well as ad- the
defend her own true interests, should
congress uary. Tillman's case will be called Railroad avenue.
vance their people In the path of civil was occupied by Mayor Myers and the
to death In the
purpose
(Continued on page five.)
The object of the meeting was for this become necessary for the
Is a serious mistake and they have, next Monday.
Izatlon and inteligence, I confidently audience chamber was filled with innd
strength
unity,
o(
restoring
the
terested
citizens.
the purpose of acQuatftUni the mem
believe. They will not be governed as
.
Early in the meeting the Important
bers of the, iegatte, who have but re order of the country,
vassals or serfs or slaves. They will
cently enlisted, with the real intention
be a government of liberty, regulated question of street railway franchises
came up under the head of petitions
ROUGH PAAGjE,
by law, honestly administered,
I
of the organization.
and
communications.
Several letters
cut oppressing exactions, taxation
H. E. Fox was at) pointed to the . Ocean Steamer Encounters
Storm and
without tyranny, justice without bribe, from J. B. Simons, of New York City,
,
.
a f curran acted
ehi
, -- ..u i. j.
Arrfves Lata In Port.
as secreeducation without distinction of social owner of and prospective builder untary.
New Your, April 1. The Red Star
condition, freedom of religious wor- der the Gleason-Mitchefranchise,
Gov. E. S. Stover made the leading liner steamer
Southwark, Captain
ship, and protection of 'life, liberty were read by City Clerk Harry F. Lee,
address of the evening. He explained Dann, arrived at her dock today from
and the pursuit of happiness. "
and also answers thereto. Mr. Simons
"Equalization of taxes" is the cry these days, and as the agitation has worked some people up to a
that It bad been decided that with the Antwerp after a prolonged passage of
What he said then lay in the realm asked that the franchise be extended;
feverish heat, The Citizen, with this issue, will begin the publication of a list of taxpayers and reformers, to
permission of the league a working fifteen days. In which she encountered
of promise. Now it lies In the realm that he had understood from the ac
be changed as to names and published Indefinitely.
committee of thirty prominent mem- terrific weather. Gale after gale came
.of positive performance.
tion of the council that it would be ex
H. B. Fox, jeweler and chairman of good government league Lot 5, 6, 7, block 38, Huning's High- bers would be selected. From this In constant succession. Captain Dann
It is a good thing to look back upon tended and that he considered it the
land addition; value of land, $300; improvements, $1,200. On these lots are the residence occupied by Mr.
committee an executive committee of says the Southwark sustained no damwhat has been said and compare it duty of that body in justice to railroad
Fox, and the residence formerly occupied by his son
A. B. McOaffey.
Puts his stock of diamonds,
seven members would le selected to age and the only casualty was the
with the record of what has actually promoters to do so. Mr. Lee replied
Jewelry, watches, etc.. In at $2,500.
govern the league.
leen done. If promises are violated, to this to the effect that the franchise
death of a child in the steerage, of
T. J. Curran, mine broker, owner of mines, promoter of schemes, and secretary of good government
The speaker also stated that In or- acute pneumonia. Because of the deif plighted word is not kept, then those had expired by Us own terms and that
leagu! His name does not appear on the tax rolls au a taxpayer.
This gentleman, since he floated bonds
der to facilitate matters the committee lay there was a bread famine In the
who have failed In their duty should the $1,000 guarantee had become for
for a mine venture somewhere up In the Nacimiento country and secured for himself many thousands of
recommend that the league adopt the steerage, according to the passengers.
be held up to reprobation.
If, on the feited.
dollars as his profit, Is now a recognized reformer, and rides In an $1,800 automobile, although no taxpayer.
name of the Bernalillo County Good The steerage passengers said they only
other hand, the promises have been
Mr. Simons stated in another letter
E. S. Stover Eight lots, block 48. New Mexico Townsite company addition, value of land and Im- Government league, and that resolu had potatoes and carrots for food the
substantially
made good; if the that he considered the action unwise,
provements, $2.&oo. On these lots is the large
frame residence occupied by Mr. Stover.
tions be adopted.
achievement has kept pace and more that it was difficult to secure investlast three days. Passengers Insisted
D. A. Macpherson, local manager and secretary of the A. A. Grant estate, president of the Democrat
The resolutions had been prepared that the Southwark's engines were not
than kept pare with the prophesy, then ments at such distance from New
Publishing
company, and reformer An Inspection of the tax rolls reveals the fact that this gentleman s
by a committee of a previous meeting in condition to go to sea. Clement A.
they who made the one and are re- York, that he was now ready to build
name does not appear as a taxpayer.
sponsible for the other are entitled of the road and that should there be an
and are as follows:
Griacom, Jr., manager of the InternaJ. S. Raynolds, president of the First National bank Three lots, ou which stands the Hotel Highland,
just right to claim the credit which extension a forfeit of $300 would be
First. The purification of the ballot, tional Navigation company, denies the
improvements
land
2,
and
assessed for $1,500. Lots and
block 14, H. II. addition, land and three handwo Insisting at all times on having report that the Southwark was short
atw.ches to thoss who serve the nation put up to begin construction of the
some brick cottages. $2,f)"0. Ixt 9. block 18, H. H. addition, land and one house, $1,(mmi. Twelve lots, H. H.
well. This credit I claim for the men road within ninety days and within
honest primaries and elections.
of rations.
addition, all turned in for $l,ooo. Mr. Kaynolds has no personal property.
who have managed so admirably the six months to complete three miles of
Second. That this organization at all
M. S. Otero, capitalist
Nine lots, block 12, 1'crea addition, value of land, $.mi; improvements, $1.- military and the civil affairs of the track. In reply to this Mr. Lee stated
Alvarado Trio.
times shall use every effort in its
5ii". The improvements are the handsome
Philippine Islands, and for those other that If the company desired an extenbrick residence occupied by Mr. Otero.
The following enjoyable program
power to have an equitable assessment
Henry Brockmeier Fifty feet of seven lots, block 30, N. M. T. Co.'s addition, upon which the Allumen who have so heartily backed them sion It would be well to be here with
and collection of taxes without fear or will be rendered, at the Alvarado this
querque laundry Is located. $ 1,500. Lots 1 to 12 inclusive. Terrace addition, value of land. $350; improve- In congress, and without whose aid a new franchise at the first meeting in
evening during dinner hours:
favor.
Leighton
meiits, $5oo; personal property, $15o.
and support not one thing could have April. The council took no action.
Overture Cypress
Third. That we positively
Insist
been accomplished.
llrockineicr & Cox, the honest ilunileis and dealers In plumbers' supplies, hardware, etc. Lot 15,
A resolution was introduced declarStone
upon the most rigid economy in the Waltz A Iady of Quality
blo U 22, N. M. T. Co.'s addition, JI.Oimp; Improvements. $l,2oo; stock of merchandise, $5oo.
When President McKinley spoke, ing the $1,000 guarantee of the
conduct of the offices of thia county, Selection from Maritana .... Wallace
Leighton
the first duty was the restoration of
Fred. Fornoff, deputy L'nitecl States marshal Pays no taxes.
franchise forand that teh salaries of the same shall Schottlsche Sunshine
urdi r; and to this end the use of the feited under the terms of the contract.
Schubert
John S. Heaven, proprietor of the Clarkville coal yards and real estate owner Lot 4, block (', II. H.
be reduced to a fair consideration for Rosamund. Ballet
army of the United States an army On motion the resolution was adopted.
addition, value of land, $ro; improvements, $35o. The improvements mean the residence occupied by Mr.
Overture From Dawn to Twilight. .
the time given the county.
composed of regulars and volunteers
A communication was received from
Heaven. Lots 13 and 14, block V. A. & P. addition, value of land, $r,o. Lots 1, 2 and 3. block t', A. & P.
Bennett
fourth. That we as a body Insist
alike was necessary. To put down O. E. Cromwell regarding an electric
addition, value of land, $.iuii.
Stone
that our county officials shall not ln: Waltz Silks ami Hags
the insurrection and restore peace to street railway franchise, ami asked
McCosh
W. P. Metcalf, real estate aud insurance agent and one of Albuquerque's
most persistent ami out- terfere in the selection of the candi- rolka (Selected)
the islands was a duty r.ot only to our- that the council take favorable action.
spoken reformers for equalization of taxes The record shows that in his own name, he Is no taxpayer.
Brahms
dates for the legislature, and that the Lungariau Dance
selves but to the Islands as well. The franchise was considered later,
Henry
Mrs. Mary Metcalf turns in three lots, bloc k 5o, N. M. T. Co., value of land. $150; improvements. $i;uo; fur- candidates for said legislature shall be "The Colored Major'
Wc could not have abandoned the con- under the head of ordinances.
nishings, $jo. The tax returns show Mrs. Mary M n aif qualified as bead of the family, claimed and was al- selected from the best material of the
city
The
school board met last night
flict without shirking this f.uty, withA p"tltlon was read from property
lowed the exemption of $2ou.
county.
to adjourn until next Monday, when,
out proving ourselves recrean's to the owners protesting against the partial
F. A. Newman The name of this gentleman dors not appear as a taxpayer.
1'hii resolutions weer adopted and a it is hoped a good attendance will
be
memory of our forefathers. Moreover, closing of Kent avenue between Sixth
H. C. Clark Ixit 12, block C, Ainiijo No. 2 addition; value of land, $2oo; improvements, $7oo.
list of members selected to act as a bud. The vacancy caused by the deif we had abandoned it we woulii have and Seventh streets. Referred to street
1). A. Blttner. extensive commission
11,
block 20, H. II. uddition; value of land. $Mo,
merchant Lot
working committee was read by the parture of Charles Gates Ward from
Inflicted upon the Filipinos the aiost committee.
and improvements, meaning a handsome residence. $7 '0; personal property and stock of merchandise, $085.
secretary. They are as follows:
the city Is to be filled and a clerk Is t'j
cruel wrong and would have doomed
The treasurer reported a balance in
J. S. Raynolds, M. S. Otero, F, oJ be elected.

He Talks About the Army
and the Philippines.
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Colorado Legislature Adjourned This Morn
ing In Disgraceful Disorder.

Bib Vote is Being
Chicago for TJloyor.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAli.iT CITIZEN, TtESDAY, APRIL

Doing a Large
Business

If anybody is nick at your house, that make it all the moie Imrtor-tathat you should come here for the medicines which your doctor prescribe The market of the world do not afford purer drugs than re dlv

nt

usually means assuming large
pense. Our stock of DKUG3 aud SUNDRIES Is full and complete
risks too large to be a safe
burden upon an individual
B. H. BRIOOS & CO.,
estate.
Wise business men carry
PR0P5. ALVARADO PHARMACY
insurance to relieve
special
FIRST STREET
CORNER OOLO AVE.
their personal estate of this
risk. All such will be in.
terested in "A Bankers Will,"
per annum, to be paid quarterly by containing the instructions of
Albuquerque Daily tyfijcn the treasurer on the warrant of the a New York Bank President to
auditor. The bill carries with it an his trustees regarding investment of his personal estate.
HTJQHES A McCREIGHT. Publisheni appropriation of $10,000, or as much
penthereof as shall be required to pay

A f i, 000,000 policy is another insurance
romance of special application to men
thereto.
to
entitled
those
sions
Editor
Hughe
of affairs, described in "The Largest
r. T. McCreltht....MgT. and City Editor
Premium.
Let's quit wrangling for a few min- Annual
for both pamphlet.
Snd
street
electric
Company
rankt
that
hit
secure
1
utes and
Published Dally and Weekly.
In
Firti
AM.
to
offers
Cromwell
railway that Mr.
Amount Paid
first In Ag.
build.
y

Policy-hol-

The Mutual Life Insurancb

ward suppressing the disease. A report
will be made by Dr. Allen, of this city,
who was sent t3 Laguna to investigate
the conditions existing at Ceboyeta
The
and numerous other villages.
board will, beyond doubt, send the
doctor back to the village to continue
the task of stamping out the fatal disease, and officers will probably be commissioned to enforce the quarantine
law.

The natives are said to be very stub
born and will not obey orders, but tear
down notices and object to any In
vasion of the whites. There are reported to be twenty csfcs of diphtheria In the village of Ceboyeta. and In
the surrounding village of San Rafael, Juan Tafoya and El Rlto the dis- ease has gained access and is spread
ing rapidly. The disease has gained
uch headway that the board has real
ized the necessity of checking it immediately, or It may result seriously
for the whole community. With these
facts in mind the board will take vig
orous measures toward the suppres
sion of the disease.
Pneumonia is Robbed of Its Terrors
by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
the racking cough and heals and
strengthens the lungs. If taken in time
it will prevent an attack of pneumonia.
Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Ptaar
macy.
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new life to every part of the
body. You are invigorated,

strengthened, refreshed.
That's what Ayer's
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1

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
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GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
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parilla will do for you. Take
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There may be gross injustice In the
Company of New York
assessment of the property of this city,
RiCliaaD A. McCvaOY, President.
that as far as The Citbut we
DARBY A. DAT,
izen is concerned this criticism does
Manager for New Mexico,
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apply. This office has paid $392. CI
not
Albuquerque, N. M.
BERNALILLO COUNTY taxes for the year 1902. If everyone
(ESTABLISHED 188.)'
else would make as fair a return we he must look for support to accomplish
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches feel sure that the tax rate would be
what he desires.
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the following day, the penitent
and the abused wife and children
were again on speaking terms and
Rentws Hi Life and Prepares Himself they took the morning train for their
for Continued Active Work as
eastern destination.
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Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates, and will not constipate like
nearly all other cough medicines. Refuse substitutes, Aivarado Pharmacy,
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Kick Without Reason.
A grea deal of kick has been made
because the Arizona ft Utah railroad
has refused to meet the Santa Fe rate
on ores from Chloride and intermediate camps, says the Kingman Miner.
The fact of the matter Is that no increase of ore is guaranteed by the cut
rate and the company will not make
a rate below the present schedule unless guaranteed a tonnage that will net
a revenue at least as high as the present receipts from ore shipments. Now,
the fact of the matter Is this: The
mills of Chloride are unable to run
steadily because of lack of water and
the Arizona ft Utah railroad has at all
times been willing to make them a
rate to Kingman, where a supply for
all purposes would be guaranteed
them. This rate would allow them to
work an exceedingly low grade of ore
and at a cost as low as they could
work at the mines under the most favorable condition. If the mining companies of the district would unite and
agree to furnish a tonnage of fifty or
more tons dally we believe a rate
would be given that would surprise
them.

IN PGADY.TO.WEA
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HEALTH
THE WORLD'S IDEAL
BUILDER, DOES THE BLESSED
f
WORK.
Thousands of prominent Christian
ministers, through the use of Palne's
Celery Compound, are happily pursuing their pastoral duties and ministering with success to their congregations. Heart troubles, sleeplessness,
nervousness, sluggish, and impure
blood, weak digestion, and variable appetite, resulting from overwork, over-studworry, and anxiety- - are the
troubles that drag clergymen down to

Due Notice Is Served.
Due notice Is hereby served on the
public generally that DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve Is the only salve on the
market that is made from the pure,
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve has cured thousands of cases of piles that would not
yield to any other treatment, and this
fact has brought out many worthless
counterfeits. Those persons who get
the genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
S. G. A. FIELDS, D. D.
Salve are never disappointed, because
it cures. B. H. Drlggs ft Co,; S. Vann
and perils. Today, & Son.
'Berr sufferings
o
Palm's Celery Compound is the home
medi. Ine of all wise and prudent cler-gyINQUEST IS HELD.
n. A vast number of them owe
their lives and present good health to Coroner ait Santa Rosa Investigates
Wreck that Caused Brakeman'
Dr. l'helps' world renowned prescripDeath. .
tion that "makes sick people well."
The Rev. Dr. S. O. A. Fields, Crescent,
A special telegram to Denver News,
Oklahoma, says:
from Santa Rosa, dated April 5, says:
"I thank you most sincerely for the
The coroner's inquest was held upon
marvelous benefits I derived from the the charred remains of Brakeman
use of your Palne's Celery Compound. Robert Munger, who was killed at
I can boast of heart trouble banished, Guadalupe station, sixteen miles west
my nervousness is gone, my sleep is of here, In a rear-encollision on the
refreshing, appetite, and indigestion in El Paso ft Northeastern of two freight
splendid condition, and my strength is trains on Thursday afternoon. From
increasing daily. All this blessed the testimony of Brakeman L. Roberts,
work has been accomplished by your who was on the train smashed into; it
Palne's Celery Compound."
was learned that he and Conductor
Gus Englehart were In the cupola of
caboose. Their train had slowed
mm the
mm
up for the siding, and was struck with
RAILROAD NOTES.
out their having any warning. The ca
boose was entirely demolished, and
many feet to one side
Engine No. 486 Is in the shops for an both men thrown
of the track. They were both injured,
overhauling.
Engineer Schade has returned to but not seriously.
The engineer, fireman and Head
wo! k auer a lew aays lay on. wuu a
Brakeman Munger of the train collidlame back.
I
Former switch engine No. 2337, re ing with the caboose were on the en
cently out of the shops, has been sent gine and all Jumped, but Munger was
'
south for duty on the Rio Grande di caught by the falling engine, pinned
to the ground and was probably In
vision.
Jack Heath, the well known Santa stantlyupkilled. Fourteen cars were
about the engine and were
Fe fireman, has returned to Winslow piled
from St. Mary's hospital, Los Angeles, soon afire and totally consumed. Onlywhere he has been treated for a crush the lower part of the trunk of Munger's body remained. After the fire
ed thigh.
ThprA in a rAllrnAtl Hani In nmcrroaa burned out these remains were brought
in California, by which it is expected to Santa Rosa by the coroner and after
fc
wards, sent to bis home in Alamo
the California Northwestern railroad, gordo.
in Mendocino county, will pass into
A heavy sandstorm prevented the
the possession of the Santa Fe.
from knowing of the ap
at trainmen
The Santa Fe fire department
proach
of
the train. Coroner Morse
Needles, made a practice run last
Tuesday, covering 100 yards, lay fug failed to secure the testimony of Con150 feet of hose and had a stream of ductor Englehart and efforts to locate
water In thirty-twseconds. The team him are being made, and the coroner's
Is practicing as it will have a compe
'FROM MIS60URI '
tition race at Winslow soon with the
'Albuquerque team.
But Pure Food Quickly "Showed Him."
During the past week the Santa Fe
The popular expression, "I'm from
Railroad company has had a party of Missouri; you've got to show me,"
workmen eniDloyed at the small netri- - means a lot. Among the Mlssourlans
field forest, seven miles south of
who have "been shown" the value of
They are building an arch
r Grape-Nut- s
food Is a man from St.
the famous petrified bridge to keep Louis who says:
The log has been in
, it from falling.
"It was during the summer of 1900
weak condition for some time.
that I was taken really 111. For some
Oue of the large decapod engines of time previous I had had premonitory
the Santa Fe system was derailed at signs, occasional headaches, gastric
Lan.y Sunday and thrown over on its disturbances and a general feeling of
side. When the engine ran on to one debility. These increased until I beof the rails at the Junction, the rail came alarmed and sought medical adbroke in three pieces and the engine vice.
t was thrown clear from the track. "It seemed to me I was treated for
Traffic was not delayed, although It all the ills that flesh is heir to but
was late Sunday night before the de- witout avail. Finally I was frankly
capod was replaced on the track.
told by my physician that I had better
The New Mexican of yesterday said: put my business matters in order as I
No trains have come In over the Den- could live but a
short time. I had
ver ti Hio Grande from the north sinoe actually resigned myself
to die when
the washout. The work train from a friend who knew what he was talkthis end of the line that has been haul- ing about made ine change my food
ing roc k daily and dumping It to pre- and try Grape Nuts. It was a long
time
vent the washout between Alcalde and before I commenced, for
it seemed ImEspanola from widening has been
possible that the food would help me
A work train from the north after so many
able physicians had
nd is now at the scene and a pile failed to cure
me. Well, to make a
tlriv
will be there tomorrow. It is long story short I
at last decided to
xpK ted that a passenger train from try Grape-Nutthe food showed
the imith will get In some time tomor- me what was theand
matter.
row afternoon or night, and that the
"The effect was magical. One by
train will leave for Denver and the the shackles of disease fell from one
me.
north at the usual time, 9 o'clock, Wed-lie- My brain lcamo clear, headaches dislay morning.
appeared and it seemed I could feel
'i
ISeedles Eye says: E. A. Eagan, the Improvement daily. I experienced
an ngineer off of the Southern Pacific the delicious glow of strong,
rich reana east bound with h.s family on vivifying blood flowing through
my
Thursday evening's train, lame so veins. I arose in the morning
with old
abusive that the conductor separated time vigor and lire seemed worth
the
them on the car, placing the abusive living.
husband in another car. At Needles
"The first month of Grape Nuts use
the husband was met by the officers I gained 20 pounds and I have been
and there was the piomlse of another gaining steadily ever since."
Name
family becoming estranged, but with given by Tostuni Co.,
liattle Creek.
the first rays of the aseendiug sun of I M k h.
d
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Oarmanta haa baan brought.

Silk
Skirti

Awarded
llfrhos. Honors World's Fair.
Ilighost Toste U. S. Gov't Chemists
PRICB BAKING POWDER CO CHICAGO.
Jury will not be discharged without Joke and they continued to talk of the
Englehart's testimony if be can be thousands of snipe along the Rio
found within a reasonable time.
Grande until he was very anxious to
go. They told him of how the hunA Great Sensation.
dreds of snipe would be attracted by
There was a big sensation in Lees- - his whistling and light and fly right
vllle, Ind., when W. H. Brown of that into the bag. He whistled for nearly
place, who was expected to die, had two hours, but not a snipe appeared.
his life saved by Dr. King's New Dis- They were undoubtedly frightened
covery for Consumption. He writes: away by
the high wind and the terrify
"I endured insufferable agonies from ing blasts
that came from the young
your
gave
asthma, but
New Discovery
man's mouth. Anyway he didn't see
me immediate relief and soon there any snipe and would have probably
after effected a complete cure." Simi- remained until morning had not the
lar cures of consumption, pneumonia, good government league run him
bronchitis and grip are numerous. away.
It's the peerless remedy for all throat
His friends had a terrible time get
an4 lung troubles. Price, EOc and $1. ting his anger down to normal temperCuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
ature to see a smile flutter across his
bottles free.
face, but now the K. C. Kid Is in good
o
humor and a wiser boy.
Toes Amputated.
Juan Llnavoja, a Mexican sheep
herder, who was brought from the DEVOE'S READY -- MIXED PAIN
mountains Some time ago with badly
frozen feet, was operated on, Mon One Gallon covers 300 Square Feot
TWO COATS.
day, at the county hospital. Three
toes were taken off from the right
PUCfT
INTERS
foot, and a number of small bones removed from the left foot. After his
feet were frozen he managed with
great trouble and pain, to reach the
house of a rancher, who took his to
Portales, from where he was brought
here. It will be some time before his
feet heal, and he will always be a cripple. Carlsbad Argus.
A

Sweet Breath

a healthy
stomach. When the breath is bad the
stomach is out of order. There Is no
remedy in the world equal to Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure for curing indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach disorders
Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
Ky., writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
for years tried all kinds of remedies
but continued to grow worse. By the
use of Kodol I began to Improve at 8EE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS
once, and after taking a few bottles am
S5.S0 to $40.0v
Harness
fully restored in weight, health and
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.50
strength and can eat whatever I like,
$5.25 to $55.00
Saddles
Kodol digests what you eat and makes
the stomach sweet. B. H. Brlggs ft
Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
Co.; 8. Vann ft Son.
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
SNIPE HUNTING.
Whips
15c to $1.50
Young Man Spends Weary Hours
Down the River Whistling for
Snipe.
The people living in the vicinity of 40C Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
the old Rio Grande bridge were
aroused from their peaceful dreams
late Saturday night by the shrill whist
ling of someone concealed In the am
bush along the river. The whistling
became more shrill and mysterious and
mingling with the roar of the raging
mo Grande It frightened late Dedes
WholcMl end Retail Dealer In
trlans and equestrians to quicken their
pace and tremble and quake with
MEXfear at the strange sound. Finally the
whistle developed into a Bharp, nervous
tremor, giving evidence that the
whistler was shaking with fear. The
people who had been awakened from The Only Orieinal Gold's Curiosity
their peaceful slumbers secured a
Shop in the City.
posse and started out to investigate
the strange nocturnal disturbance.
Coming closer to the sharp whistling
they could see a couple of candles San Francisco St.. Cor. Burro Alley,
burning brightly through the trees.
SANTA FE, N. M.
wien at last they cautiously and with
many misgivings
approached the
whistling figure they found a young
man, nut unhandsome In appearance,
standing astride a large sai-k- , whistPeople cannot help worrying when
(heir nerve are weak. That feeling of
ling with ail his strength, which had
languor, dullness aud ehniitioo i
been weakened considerably
with
the fearful condition which often precedes insanity. The power to work or
fear.
Study diminishes and des tendency de"What are you doing here?" asked
presses the mind iiiphl and day.
If you are aufferintt; the torture of
angry
posse.
the
Nervous lehility, ttirre is no knowing
how soon you may decline to something
"Out snipe hunting." replied the lad
more tmiritde. Hut you can get welT
quaking with fear.
The youthful btrcm;ti. buoyancy and
happlue&acan be restored by the uaeof
They gave him the merry Minnie
lia Ha and It dawned uion in in that
he had been the victim of a hugli Joke
by his Albuquerque friends, with
whom he had gone snipe hunting. The
nature of his rage Is not to be recorded.
They hare run! ilmumnda. and we
nee in tlirni tliut
have to iiiikIi
The lad, whoso nanip is Harry
we give rii iiuii ii.i l vuaiaulee with a
Altschuler, better known as the K. C.
lo.OO older.
Kid, arrived in the Duke City about a
Beiitanvwlit-rfi'- i
ii 1ckai;e. tl 00
week ago to spend a short time with
Hook dee.
perbux, tilxixt-- t"i
AildreM, I'tAL Mi.i'iciNB Co., Cleve- his friends. His friends found out that
he was not wise to the snipe hunting
& Co,
For 'sale ty B. H.
Is a never falling sign of

Peau-de-Sol-

Petticoats

All colors and new models In

Old Curiosity Shop
INDIAN AND
ICAN CURIOS

Weak Nerves

,

Everythlna
that Da ma
Fashion endorses.
We are showing a big line of
Vollle, Etamlne and Twine
Cloth Skirts,
ranging
la
prices from

7 So to 3.00

93.00tomi9.00

COLORED WAI9T9

Kxtrama Movattlaa

made of fine and beautiful madras
cloth and other stylish materials;
big
line;
prices
from

In White and Cream Wool
Etamlne
and Broadcloth

Skirts

50c to $2.00

mi9.ootooao.oo

Walking
Sklrto

g

that made this store famous.

An
All Silk
Petticoat, In
black, nicely trimmed, fully
worth $8.00. THIS WEEK

5.78

THE GEISHA WAIST

In Endless Variety, and we
are In position to fit any
figure; prices range from

One of a style you can have an exclusive model; prices range from

Q2.SO to Q7.SO

5.40 to 013.00

DISPLAY...
300 - 302 - 304 - 306 - 300 - 310 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Colonist TicketsCalifornia
WILL BE ON SALE AT 8ANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED
ON
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS. LIBERAL 8TOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA ACCORDED.
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, THl8 IS YOUn
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
AND ECONOMICALLY.
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
GROVES AND OTHER

BRANCHE8 OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES
OTHER PER80NS. WHY 8HOULDNT YOU BE A8 8UCCESSFULt

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of the
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested come and get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you

F. L.Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerque," N.M.
See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
is now on display. Prices range from
$10 to $20.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Ayeflu
W. L.
shipment
Styles jn
and box
STERN,

o

Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System
8ANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

(Effective Wednesday, April
East Bound

No. 2
9:00 aniLv..
11:00 amj
1:05 pm

1

a

'

. .
w ..
. Railroad Avenue.

'

:ervd

every (Jay.
STEVE BALLING.

law
B (7

No. 425

.Santa Pe...Ar! 6:20 pm

Pole Saloon

FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
8ole Agents for Lemp's Standard Bear.
CHA8. L. KEPPELER, ProprtetoK
213 8outh eecond 8treet.

Proprietor.

TIME TABLE

Japanese and China matting la all
grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
f venue.
o

In Effect ;.VoTuii,r

,

ieot.

Subscribe for The Citizen.
o

See the new Knox Pantourls hat.
comes In the light beaver color. Tlwa-swellest thing in the market Simon
stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

ARRIVE KROM THE NORTH.
California Express.... 7:15p.m.
Mei. a Pal Rrnru. in.nKnn
No. 3, California Limited . . 1 .10:40 aim.
LEAVE GOINQ NORTH.
NO. 2. Atlantic Exnreaa
New Phone 152. Old Phone (
No. 4, Chicago Limited
Residence, New Phone 353.
12:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM HOTTTH
...J. W. EDWARDS...
Mo. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
LEAVES GOINQ SOUTH.
The Veteran
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- ARRIVB FROM WEST.
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
18
Years Actual Experience
No. 4, Chicago Limited
.11:59 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
License No. 100 by the Stats
p.m.
6:45
LEAVE QOINO WEST.
Hoard of Health of Kansas.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
Office and Parlors
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
W.
RAILROAD AVENUE
307
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
Open Day and Night
nd No. 3 from the west.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 99, going south, W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
"units passengers.
Second street, between Railroad and
F. U MYERS. Agent
Copper arenas
No. 1,

West bound

i

1

NO. 7.

1, 1903.)

z3

i

nnesi line of Liquors and Clgi.
All patrons and friends cordially lath
first spring ed to Tlslt "The Iceberg."
Lunch

Douglas shoes
has arrived many new
patent ylcl. vtel kid. French
calf $3 and $3.50. SIMON
Railroad Avenue Clothier.

TO

The uiICEBERQlThe North

tlothier.

Thos F. Keleher

GOLD'S

Skirts

WHITE WA 19TB

IN FINER GRADES WE ARE 8HOW-inin greater variety the waists

SPECIAL

OreoG

of fine sheer quality; all made strictly
correct; prices from

Taffeta Silk; all nicely made
and trimmed in the latest
styles.

on

Wool

took wo hava thla aaaaon.

e

par-.ctl-

ar

are Juatly proud of tha

From. Prices Range
From $8.50 to $35.00.

We are showing some very
chic models In Taffeta Silk,
Allover Lace and
Silk Skirts.

Raady-to-Wa-

SHIRT
WAISTS

Wo

A Superb Stock to Select

wins

aplandld Illustration of thm

m m

to which tho art of making

I

I

rlng

6ARMCNTO

j 3:00 pm
Espanola
Embudo
1:05 pm
3:40 pm;. . .Tres Pledras
10:05 am
6:35 pm;
Antonlto . .
7:35 am
8:50 pmj
Alamosa . .
6:10 am
3:05 ami
Pueblo ...
1:37 am
7:15am Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:30 pm
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points in the San I.uls
valley.
At Salida with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
anil west Including Leadvllle and nar1882
Horses and Males bought and exehaac
1903
row gauge points between Salida and
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed ana
Grand Junction.
transfer Sublos
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods, BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Jas. Ileekin & Co. "a Coffees,
Denver with all Missouri river lines
for all points east.
Granite Flour.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE it CO,
For further information address the
Albuouerque. N. M.
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe Staple and Fancy Groceries
in standard gauge sleepers from Ala214 South 8econd Street
A. E.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCE
plication
Ullsboro Creamery Butter Best on
II. W. ROniHNS, Gen. Att.,
Earth.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER, O. P.
Free Delivery Office at J. C. Baldrldge'i Lumber Yar4
Denver, Colo. 0.deis Solicited.

j...

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.
's

WALKER
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patriotic 'American ought to rejoice;
for when we come to the army and the
navy we deal with the honor and Inter-est- s
of all
people; and when such
Is the case party lines are as nothing,
and we all stand shoulder to shoulder
as Americans, moved only by pride In
and love for our common country.

street.

The ordinance was Introduced by
Dr. Harrison and Its passage was moved. An amendment was made to appoint a special committee to Investi-

gate, which was carried.
The street railway franchise presented by O. B. Cromwell was then read
before the council. The proposition
provided that they shall begin construction of an electric ttreet railway
within 180 days after the franchise be
granted, unless delayed by strikes or
other unavoidable delays, and that two
miles of the road shall be completed
and in operation within eighteen
months after the franchise be granted.
It Is further provided that the road
shall maintain all grade crossings and
the streets for one foot on either side
of the rails. Attorney H. B. Fergusson
appeared In behalf of Mr. Cromwell.
He stated that the proposition was not
for speculative purposes, that Mr.
Cromwell was a resident and large D
property owner of Albuquerque, and
that the horse car line of which he is
the owner, is in position to be trans
ferred into the electric railway. On
motion the ordinance for the franchise
was referred to a special committee
consisting of Messrs. McMillen, Rodg-er- s
and Harcsh, to report at the next
meeting.
Under suspension of the rules an or
dinance providing that the city clerk.
before entering upon the duties of
his office shall furnish a bond of $2,- 000, was passed. The clerk is already
giving bond and the ordinance merely
required action.
By request of a committee representing the Central Labor union Alderman Beaven Introduced an ordinance providing that all work done for ma
the city whether by contract or otherwise be done by union labor, that all
goods purchased by the city must bear
the union label when obtainable and
that all city printing be done in offices
employing union help exclusively was
referred to a committee consisting of
Aldermen Harsch, McKee and Beav-

STRIKE IN HOLLAND.

wild

the kw,

"Itfcink I'll eat tome" and be. dM,
When orer bis features there slid
The Smite that won't com oft".
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Dock Laborers Join the Railway Em
ployes and Make Common Cause.
Rotterdam, April 7. At a meeting of
3,000 dock laborers late last night It

was resolved to make common cause
with the striking railroad men, but it
was also decided that order must be
preserved, so as to give the government no excuse for the adoption of
harsh measures. One hundred men
were selected to act as pickets with instructions not to use violence. Workmen employed In the building trades
threaten to Join the strike.
The warship Holland Is moored off
the town and 1,000 soldiers have arrived here. The river Is being patrolled
by steam picket boats. An attempt
was made to wreck a passenger train
which left here during the night. A
tie was placed across the line, but the
wheel of the engine threw It off and
the train remained on the rails.

IS

Trains

Guarded.

Amsterdam, April 7. A number of
employes of the Netherlands railroad
returned to work today, enabling the
continuance of a restricted service. All
trains carry military escorts. Any em
ployes who do not return to work by
noon will be dismissed. The workmen's
committee of defense has proclaimed a
strike of the bakers throughout the
country, but the master bakers hope to
prevent It from becoming general. The
distribution of bread, however, will be

(Concluded from page one.)
power to punish the offenders and to
prevent or minimize the chance of repetition of the offense. But these offenses were the exception and not the
rule. As a whole our troops showed
rot only signal courage and efficiency,
but great humanity and the most sincere desire to promote the welfare
and liberties of the islanders. In a
series of exceedingly harassing and
difficult campaigns they completely
overthrew th2 enemy, reducing them
finally to a condition of mere brigan-ge- ;
and wherever they conquered,
they conquered only to make way for
the rule of the civil government, for
the introduction of law, and of liberty
under the law. When, fry last July,
me laat risiage of organized lnsurrec
Hon had disappeared, peace and am
nesty were proclaimed.
As rapidly as the military rule was
extended over the Islands by the de
feat or the Insurgents, Just so rapidly
was It replaced by the civil government At the present time the civil
government Is supreme and the army
In the Philippines has been reduced
nntll It ia sufficient merely to provide
against the recurrence of trouble. In
Governor Taft and bis associates we
sent to the Filipinos as upright, as
conscientious, and as able a group of
administrators as ever any country
tad been blessed with having. With
'them and under them wc have associated the best men among the Filipinos, so that the great majority of
the officials. Including many of the
highest rank, are themselves natives
of the Islands. The administration Is
Incorraptibly honest; Justice is as zeal
ously safe guarded as here at home,
The government Is conducted purely
in the Interests of the people of the
Islands; they are protected In their
religious and civil rights; they have
been given an excellent and well administered school system, and each of
them now enjoys rights to "life, liber
ty, and (he pursuit of happiness" such
as were never before known In all the
history of the Islands.
The congress which Las Just adjourned has passed legislation of high
Importance and great wisdom In the
Interests of the Filipino people. First
d foremost, they conferred upon
them by law the present admirable
civil government; in adition they gave
them an excellent currency; they
a measure allowing the or
ganisation of a native constabulary;
and they provided, In the interests of
the Islands, for a reduction of twenty
five per cent In the tariff on Filipino
Articles brought to this country.
Piked that a still further reduction be
made. It was not granted by the last
congress, but I think that in some
shape it will be granted by the next.
And even without It, the record of leg.
Islat'.on in the interests of the Filipinos Is one with which we have a
right to feel great satisfaction.
Moreover, congress appropriated
three million dollars, following the
precedent It set when the people of
I 'or to Rico were afflicted with sudden
Oleaster; this money to be used by the
Filipino government in order to meet
the distress occasioned primarily by
the terrible cattle disease, which
annihilated the carabao or water
buffalo, the chief and most important
domestic animal In the islands. Com
ing as this disaster did ui.on the bells
--
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For Appetites
Weak or Strong
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of the havoc wrought by the insurrectionary war great Buffering has
been caused, and this misery for which
this government is in no way responsible will doubtless In turn Increase the
difficulties of the Philippine government for the next year or so. In consequence there will doubtless here
and there occur spasmodic Increases
cf the armed brigandage to which the
islands have been habituated from
t'me Immemorial, and here and there
foi their own purposes the bandits
may choose to style themselves patriots or'lnsurrectionlsts; but these local difficulties will he of little consequence save as they give occasion to a
few men here at home to try to mislead our people?' Not only has the military problem in the Philippines been
worked out quicker and better than
we had dared to expect, but the progress socially and in civil government
has likewise exceeded our fondest

rapes. -

"

' Remember always that in the Philippines the American government has
tried and is trying to carry Vmt exactly what the greatest genius, and most
revered patriot ever known in the Philippine islands Jose Rizal steadfastly advocated. This man, shortly before his death, in a letter to his countrymen, under date of December 16,
1896, condemned unsparingly the Inspection of Agulnaldo, terminated
Just before our navy appeared upon
the scene, and pointed out the path his
people should follow to liberty and
enlightenment, Speaking of the
and of the pretense that Filipino independence of a wholesale character could thereby be obtained, he
wrote:
"When, in spite of my advice, a
movement was begun, I offered of my
own accord, not only my services, but
my life and even my good name to
be UBeJ In any way they might be
lieve effective in stifling the rebellion.
I thought of the disaster which would
follow the success of the revolution,
and I deemed myself fortunate If by
any sacrifice I could block the progress of the useless calamity.
"My countrymen, I have given proof
that I was one who sought liberty for
our country and I still seek It. But as
a first step I insisted upon the development of the people in order that, by
means of education and of labor, they
might acquire the proper individual )
character and force which would make j
them worthy of It. In my writings I
have commended to you study and
civic virtue, without which our re
demption does not exlBt.
I
can not do less than condemn, and I
do condemn, this absurd and savage
insurrection planned behind my back,
which dishonors us before the Filipinos
end discredits us with those who otherwise would argue in our behalf. I
Bbominate its cruelties and disavow
any kind of connection with it, regret
ting with all the sorrow of my soul
that these reckless men have allowed
themselves to be deceived. Let them
return, then, to their homes, and may
God pardon those who have acted In
bad faith."
This message embodied precisely
end exactly the avowed policy upon
which the American government has
acted in the Philippines. What the
patriot Rizal said with such force In
creaking of the insurrection before
we came to the islands applies with
ten fold greater force to those who
foolishly or wickedly opposed the mild
and beneficent government we were
instituting In the islands. The Judgment of the martyred public servant,
Riza, whose birthday the Philippine
people celebrate, and whom they worship as their hero and ideal, sets forth
the duty of American sovereignty; a
duty from which the American people
will never flinch.
While we have been doing these
great and beneficent works in the islands, we have yet been steadily reducing the cost at which they are done.
Insur-rectlo-

n

COLORADO LEGISLATURE.
The last congress repealed the law Adjourned
Sine Die Amid Scenes of
for the war taxes, and the war departGreat Disorder.
ment has reduced the army from the
Denver, April 7 The Fourteenth
maximum of one hundred thousand al- general assembly
broke Into disorder
lowed under the law to very nearly
after daybreak this morning. The
the minimum of sixty thousand.
house adjourned without reporting on
Moreover, the last congress enacted
the eight-hou- r
bill and the senate did
seme admirable legislation affecting not pass
appropriation bill till
the
the army, passing first of all the milithe house had adjourned, making
tia bill and then the bill to create a after
general staff. The militia bill repre- the appropriation bill Illegal, many
sents the realization of a reform which members claim. Senators shouted proafter the lieutenant governor had
had been championed ineffectively by tests
Washington, and had been fruitlessly signed the bill. An effort will be made
an extra session. It was 6:50
agitated ever since. At last we have to force
morning
this
when the senate was deobtaken from the statute books the
adjourned.
clared
solete militia law of the revolutionary
days and have provided for efficient
The surest and safest remedy for
aid to the national guard of the states. kidney and bladder diseases is Foley's
I believe that no other country has Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
such fine natural material for volun- ter soldiers as we have, and it Is the!
have organ
obvious duty of the nation and of the ized a base ball club. The lodge In Alstate to make such provision as will buquerque should get together a team
enable this volunteer soldiery to be or- and challenge the Pass City team.
ganized with all possible rapidity and
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
efficiency in war times; and, further"For ten year I had chronic bronmore, to help In every way the national guard in time of peace. The mili- chitis so bad that at times I could not
tia law enacted by the congress marks speak above a whisper," writes Joseph
the first long step ever taken in this Coffman, of Montmorencl, Ind. "I
direction by the national government. tried all remedies available, but with
The general staff law is of immense no success. Fortunately my employer
importance and benefit to the regular suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
army. Individually, I would not admit Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous,
I am now cured of the disease. On
that the American regular, either offic- and
my recommendation many people have
any
man,
to
or
er
enlisted
is inferior
used Foley's Honey and Tar, and alother regular soldier In the world. In ways
with satisfaction."
Alvarado
fact, If It were worth while to boast, I
Bhould be tempted to say that he was Pharmacy.
the best. But there must be proper
training, proper organization and administration, In order to get the best
service out of even the best troops.
(Concluded from page one.)
This is particularly the case with such
a small army as ours, scattered over
An ordinance for the fixing of the
so vast a country. We do not need a salaries of elective officers was adoptlarge regular army, but we do need to ed. The salaries of the city clerk and
have our small regular aimy the very treasurer are fixed at $75 and $25 a
best that can be produced. Under the month, with an additional fee to the
worn out and Ineffective organization city clerk for each license Issued. Anwhich has h'therto existed, a sudden other ordinance was presented amendstrain is absolutely certain to produce ing the ordinance providing fees for
the dislocation and confusion we saw the Inspection of electrical installaat the outbreak of the war with Spain; tion. The amendment reduces the avand whin such dislocation and confus- erage cost of such Inspection. A moion occurs it Is rasy and natural, but tion that the ordinance be referred to
entirely Improper, to blame the men a special committee to be reported on
who happen to be In office, instead of at the next meeting was carried.
In the next ordinance there was a
the system wh'ch Is largely responsible. Under the law Just enacted by provision for a change in the names of
congress this system will be changed a number of streets The following
immensely for the better, and every changes are provided for:
TIJeras Canyon road and Howard
avenue to be Carroll avenue, WashingCrip Hemediea in Great Demand.
ton avenue and TIJeras avenue to be
When colds end grip are prevalent TIJeras road, Hunlng avenue to be
the quickest and surest remedies are In West Iron avenue and Iron avenue to
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams, Ve East Iron avenue, Hazledlne avenue
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured to be West Hazledlne avenue and
of a very deep and lasting attack of la Highland avenue to be East Hazledlne
grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough avenue, Baca avenue to be West Santa
Remedy after trying several other pre- Fe avenue and Simonds avenue to be
parations with no effect. For sale by East Santa Fe avenue, Nicolas avenue
r.ll druggists.
to be West Cromwell avenue and
Ht-Vza-

-4

ciFloiciL

cent from the selling price of
any piece of Chinaware, Tableware or Crockery in our store.
New stock just received and
several new patterns to select

from. COME EARLY

AND SONS
GROSS, KELLY & CO.
(Incorporated)

en.
A motion was made

that the city
enter into a contract with City Attorney Stlngle to revise the city ordin-

ances. There had been no compilation
since 1895, and It was Btated that there
was Immediate need of their compila
tion as the ordinances are greatly con-fueed.
Councilman H. E. Rodgers tendered
his resignation which was tabled until
the next meeting.
Hon. E. S. Stover was Lamed by the
mayor to be park commissioner for the
west side and M. E. Hlckey was named
for the east side.
Both nominations were confirmed.
The mayor then called attention to
the damaged sidewalks resulting from
the planting of poles for wiring. Referred to street committee.
At the next meeting, as announced
by the mayor, It will be necessary to
advertise for bids for city printing,
street work, etc.
The Intermingling of electric light
and telephone wires was called attention to by Electrical Inspector Hotel-ling- .
From his investigations It showed that the existing conditions were
dangerous and should be attended to at
once. A motion that the matter be referred to the light committee with Instructions to take Immediate action,
was carried.
On motion it was decided that 600
blanks for committee reports be ordered.

The city attorney was authorized to
purchase 500 complaint blanks for the
police court.
The council then adjourned after a
long session.
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Wool, Hides, Pelts
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GROCERS:

Hisssys

111

1

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats,
J

Houses at
1
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M, EA8T LA
VEQA8, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
I
ETA, N. M.

WE HAVE ALL THE POPULAR
SPRING MEDICINES.
Have just poured the second sack of
Sassafras Root into the window.
Perhaps you used to dig it when you
was a boy back In
? Can't
dig it any cheaper than we sell it
25 a pound. Enough for a gallon
or two of "Sassafras Tea."
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

63

Druggist, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458. "

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough. SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Mrs. Ellen Harlison, of 300 Park Morel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Platter, Lima,
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as Most Economlcall Full Measurel
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
follows: "Our two children had a seFirst 5treet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
vere attack of whooping cough, one of
them in the paroxysm of coughing
would often faint and bleed at the
ncse. We tried everything we heard
III
DAILY
of without getting relief.
We then
called in our family doctor who prescribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
the very first dose they began to im"OLD RELIABLE"
prove and we feel that it has saved
ESTABLISHED 1878
their lives." Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.

ADVERTISE

THE

CITIZEN

L. B. PUTNEY,

o
Do You Use

Patent Medicines?

If you do, and do not buy them at
The Maze, you are simply throwing
away your money. We carry a stock of
all the standard patent and proprietary medicines and continue selling all
dollar sizes for 90 cents, 50 cent sizes
for 45 cents, 25 cent sizes for 20 cents.
Sick bed drinking cups and medicine
spoons, rubber sheeting, chest protectors, etc.
THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.

lr'dl3In) n7(S

tiki

For the next two weeks we
will make a discount of 20 per

O. W. STRONG

restricted.

THE PRESIDENT'S
FARGO SPEECH

1903

Cromwell avenue to be East Cromwell
avenue, Acequia street to be John

or

"Quaker Oats irfirttate,"

7

Only the best grades carried-eve- ry
foot
tested to 300 pound pressure. Ask your

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
and Provision!.
Cf r Uti

specialty-

-

!

Carrtwa the Larfcst
JIM Bitaaalva
a

Stack al

StapIeOroccies
loand aeatbwaat.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

...Styles

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of all kinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, "Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness and Saddles.

neighbors who have used it, if it is not
as represented MiMshmmmimm

WHITNEY
WHOLESALE

113-115-11-

7

Soutb First Street

CO.....

HARDWARE

Albuquerque, Jfew Mexico

Our Trices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to you

J. KORBER & CO,

6 Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New Mexicp
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Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

The Organized Last Night and Elect
ed Their Officer.
The Albuquerque Lodge of " the
I.rlcklayers
International union was
organized by Deputy Charles P. Brant,
of No. 1 lodge of Denver, last night.
The total charter membership of the
new organization is seventeen.
The officers elected are as follows:
President and treasurer, E. E. Calna-han- ;
vice president, J. T. O'Rourke;
recording and corresponding secretary,
Harry Cooper; financial secretary, Q.
W. McAtee, sergeant at arms, V. U.
Clifford.
A notice was given after the organi
zation was effected that on and after
May 1 a demand will be made for an
eight hour day.
On next Sunday a meeting will be
held to elect delegates to the Central
Iabor union.

Best Hops
No Corn

The Groceries you buy here are just right
The best quality at a fair price.

reason for the
superiority of the
One

e

brews

Anheuser-Busc- h

that
is, they contain no corn, an ingredient
1 1.
cneapens tne cost oi Drewing anu mjtuea Xl.
uic
quality of the beer. The mark of purity

Will cause a satisfied smilo wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

.

t--

m

The "A" and the EAGLE

A. J.

VIALOY,

identifies the products of the

214 W. Railroad Ave

Anheuser-BuschBrewingAss'-

1103

THE BRICKLAYERS.

Barley-Ma- lt

JUST RIGHT

7

n

OO

Albert FaTbor.,
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUIIDINU

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanksta'and
House Furnishing Goods.

...While You're Dusting...
and having the house renovated for the Spring and Summer you wilt ot
see what Is needed in every room from the kitchen to the parlorthen come in and see how well and reasonably we can supply

For the Floors
Carpets, Rugs, Linoleum and
Mattings In all styles and all
prices.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

BUDWEISER

REAL COMFORT AT HpME
can be taken when your rooms are covered with handsome carpets and rugs,
which can be chosen from our superb
stock of Ingrains and Velvets. If you
want real value for your money carpets and rugs that will wear well and
look well examine the values that we
are now offering. Brussels at 75e per
yard, Wilton at 30c per yard, and last
price
Season sample Rugs at one-hal- f
to close out. Call early and get your
choice.

C.

COPYRlGHT.-SiSWi-

!

Boarding and Rooming House Agency
INFORMATION FREE.
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.

Purdy

&

Heaven' Coal Oflfce

802 South First Street

245 and 300

o

rrrc
www. an4
WYT
6J
nmic
" finer.
Holders of tickets bearing above
4 9Tir

-

-

resoectfullv.
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rflaynard,
ooexxoexex--

i no uoweior
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THIRD STREET

Meal Market
-

A

fresh &i4 salt

Meal

EMIL KLEINWORT,
N. THIRD STRffM

MASONIC BUILDING.

RUPPE,

B.

SILVER

TRUSS.
PRESCRIPTIONS I
( V
Mutual

COCL.

T?

Y

a.v In

"

Telephone

43.

Wet Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. 11.

No. 303

No pressure oa

Hipior Bart
No u ad ert traps,
I .'ever move.

TH 1ST.

r

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITOR

I

t

1

Railroad Are, Albuquerque.

J.

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

DBALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

Ooodi.
LIODORS.

Free Delivery to all

Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.

Parts

of

the City.

'.5Jf

North Third 8treet

Old Phone 247

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
I". O.

AnES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order

All Kind
S1S

SECOND

STREET

Ct

B.

ROOF-IMPAINTING.

JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi

n7

MALTHOID -

ELMO

180 W.

.

P.

SAKPLE AND CLUB ROOI.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

;

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE

Borradaile & Co.,

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

AMERICAN

the

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Albuquerque-Ter- ms

Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from
Very Reasonable.

-

Wagons and other Chattels, ilso on
For
Windows
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
GRAND CONCERT.
given.
Is
time
to
months
twelve
DISTRICT COURT!
Lace Curtains, Draperies and
Wluout delay and strictly private.
Shades.
By Prof. Di Mauro at Colombo Hall,
GET
possession.
your
Goods remain In
Tuesday, April 14.
OUR RATES before borrowing.
DI
will
Professor
who
assist
Those
PRIVATE OFFICES,
Proceedings of Yesterday Afternoon
For
Tables
Mauro In his concert are as follows:
OPEN EVENINGS.
Mrs. Wendell, soprano.
CO.,
LOAN
Noon
to
Today.
THE HOUSEHOLD
and Up
Elegant Linen, Napkins and
Mrs. Cuneo, soprano.
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Bulging,
Doylies.
Miss Grace Houghton, soprano.
305 West Railroad Avenue.
Miss Taylor, contralto.
SEVERAL INTERESTING CASES.
Mr. Ed F. Thoiuaa, basso.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
oeccK)exarcooK)3ttooce3
Mr. A. Moya, cornetist.
Accompanists, Miss Hanthorne, Miss
In tha district court yesterday after- All classified advertisements
Note
Everitt, Miss Damiano and Miss Reed.
neon the case of the territory against or ratier 'liners," one cent a word for
Program.
insertion. Minimum charge for
Doskle.'io Agulliar, charged with horse each
Overture by Italian band.
anv classified advertisements, lb cents.
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor'!
up
for trial. The In order to Insure proper classification
stealing, was brought
Overture King Dodo
Helding Anderson case was tried in this court on a all "liners" should he left at this or
change of venue from Valencia county. flee not later than 8 o'clock p. m.
Grand Orchestra
After the first witnesses of the terriOrpheus and Enaidlce
I
WANTED.
tory had been sworn the defendant
Miss Taylor
Indian
Theme and Variations . . Ovide Musln ruoved that the defendant be discharg WANTED At Government
ed, on the grounds that no Issue was
school a first class cook for teachers'
Prof. DI Mauro
DOMESTIC WIN3 A COGNAC.
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED
made, the record failing to show that
mess. If not first class need not ap
Doris (with violin and cello obliga- Hlgheit
Grade
of Lager served.
Coolest
and
The
arraigned.
ply. Good salary to right person.
Nevln defendant had ever been
tos)
and defendant's council, E. V. Chaves WANTED Girl to do ho'isework. Call
Finest and Best Imported and Domestle Clgara
Miss Grace Houghton
argued that the defendant was placed
Polka, with Variations
at residence of J. W. McQuade, 805
By Clemens Strassberger in Jeopardy, the Jury having been
Howard avenue.
sworn to try the case and that defend- - WANTED A Chihuahua male dog;
Mr. A. Moya
Bizet rnt was entitled to his discharge. Af
Carmen
solid color or prettily marked. Call
ter hearing the arguments of the coun
Mr. Ed F. Thomas
at Harvey Curio rooms.
sel for the defendant, the court sus WANTED To buy a fine and burglar
Intermission
tained the defendant's motion In part
Overture by Italian band
proof safe; weight 3,000 pounds or
Overture Poet and Peasant... Suppe and discharged the Jury. The terrl
more. Address "Y," Citizen.
tory then asked that the defendant be WANTED Two lady agents to travel,
Grand Orchestra
arraigned on the indictment and the
Cavatina, aria from Lucia de Lamer
salary and expenses. Address "D.
Donizetti defendant thereupon refused to plead
moor
H.," this office.
The court entered a plea of not guilty WANTED Highest price paid for
Mrs. Cuneo
The defendant was
for defendant.
Kentucky Home, with Variations
rents' second hand clothing and
Foster then placed on trial, upon another In
tools. Send address and will call. R.
dictment charging him with unlawfully
Second Orchestra
Sweeny, 615 South First street
Wallace trading the horse alleged in the form
Romance, from Maritana
FOR SALE.
er Indictment to have been stolen
Mrs. Wendell
Arr. by Di Mauro The case Is still ori trial.
American Air
Four thousand dollars
SALE
FOR
Morning 8etslon.
Third Orchestra .
120 acres of very desira
down,
cash
general
i
By direction of the solicitor
Sextette, from Lucia de Lamermoor
Belen, the Santa Fe cut
land
ble
in
Donizetti of the territory the prosecuting attor
money in one
double
city;
will
off
ney this morning filed Information In
Grand Orchestra
year when sold for residence lots
Ball
the nature of a writ of quo warranto
only five minutes' walk from Belen
alleging
Sandoval,
M.
Chickerlng Bros, piano kindly loan against Alfredd
depot! must sell quick. Address
'
ed by Hall & Learnard.
that he has usurped the omce or snerP. O. Box "D," Belen, N. M.
Tickets on sale at O. A. Matson & iff of the county of Sandoval, without FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
upon
furthet
authority
and
law.
of
Co.
and lodging house in connection; the
pround that said Sandoval waa not
best location In the city, close to IRON BEDS-Wo- od
MISCALLED HAIR TONICS."
MATTRESSESAII Km is
COTS
he
or Steel
qualifleJ to hold e aid office, because
depot and shops; will sell at a barIn
estate
real
of
possessed
not
was
are Merely
Most Hair Preparatione
gain. Inquire 107 South First street
ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS, x
th value of not leas than $500. The
on South
Scalp Irritante, of No Value.
houses
Four
SALE
FOR
county
waa
direct
of Bernalillo
,
.
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
Most hair preparations are merely hheriff
First street, as follows: One a
to serve the writ, by reason of the
scalp irritants, miscalled hair tonics. ed
one
rooms
each,
and
two, four
disqualification of the acting sheriff of
;EASY PAYMENTS
When hair Is brlUlefl luaterless and Sandoval county.
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
begins to fall out, the dandruff germ is
A. J. Abbott, attorney for the
Judge
bargain.
Address Frank
sell at
Qold Avenue
getting in its deadly work at the root, Pueblo Indians in New Mexico, of San
Daniels, 1413 South First street.
Since science
sapping the vitality.
ta Fe, was present in the district court
discovered that dandruff Is a germ dis- this morning in the Interest of the
FOR RENT.
preparaonly
one
ease there has been
case of Juan Roy Abelta, governor of FOR RENT A well improved ranch
tion put on the market that will actual- the Pueblo of Isleta, and other officers
near Alameda. Cuts 40 tons of alfally destroy the dandruff germ, and that cf the pueblo, which came up In disfa a year. Machinery, 100 chickens,
Is Newbro's Herplcide. It allays itch- trict court this morning on a demurrer
a fine Holsteln cow and nice garden
ing instantly, destroys the germ; and tc certain paragraphs to answer of the
patch all seeded; will let with lease.
the falling hair stops, and hair grows defendant, and was argued before
II. S
Address, Wm. A. Brown, Alameda,
luxuriantly. Ask your druggist for Judge Baker.
for
Depository
the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
N. M.
Herplcide. It allays Itching instantly;
The case involves the question of FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
and Santa Fe Railway Companies,
grow.
peka
makes hair
whether the Indians of the pueblo may
bath, in private family, 516 North
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send Imprison any of their own. number for
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
Second street.
10c in stamps for sample to The Her
pueblo government,
rf"
?.
v
C
J pruius
1.
f
brick house, W raid, up ycapital,
rf
plcide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs violation of the now stands In court, FOR RENT Five-rooanu
ourpius
jiwiwwiw
nnd as the matter
& Co., special agents.
good
and
chicken
barn
bath;
with
alOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
is whether such Imprisonment,
house. Inquire of O. Dlnsdale, Rico
president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presiAdvertisement for roposali for Bids. though voluntarily accepted by the ImS.
Raynolds,
Joshua
Cafe.
The undersigned, the capitol custod- prisoned party, gives him action for
Frank McKee, cashier;
dent;
rooms
Nicely furnished
ian committee, hereby invites sealed damages against the governor and oth- FOR RENT
- - A B. McMillan.
Raynolds,
street.
F.
H.
Third
North
113V4
at
bids to repaint and sand the cupola, er officers. The caBe will be up for
dome, cornices, balustrades, tin roof, trial April 14, and It promises to be
LOANS.
down spouts, tin and zinc work, and a very interesting case.
MONEY TO LOAN In suras to suit.
window frames of the capitol building,
Grave.
the
Address, postofflce box 383, AlbuRobbed
at Santa Fe.
querque, N. M.
A startling Incident Is narrated by
Each bid shall be accompanied by a
Philadelphia as follows:
certified check of $100.00, to Insure John Oliver of
My akin
It isn't too early to be thinking about
G
the entering Into the contiact. If It be "I was In an awful condition.
ton- that new Easter suit. We have 200 new
eyes
sunken,
yellow,
was
almost
received up to the 15th, day of April
In back exclusive spring patterns, made up in
at noon, when they will be opened In gue coated, pain continually
weaker all the latest styles, ready for your inNEEDS NO
the presence of the bidders, and the and sides, no appetite, growing
had spection. Better come now, and eet
physicians
Three
by
day.
day
to
and
lowest
will
be
contract
the
let
STERN,
SIMON
I
advised to first, choice.
best bidder therefor, this committee given me up. Then was
Put Up lnRoll Complete With Fixture for Laying. Dura- my great Joy,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
reserving the right to reject any and use Electric Bitters; to
o
ImZbllltv Guaranteed Write for Booklet an Sampled A
all bids. All work and material to be the first bottle made a decided
or co
preservallne
tuberculosis
No
use
for
provement. I continued their
0: the highest and best class.
am now a well man. oring in Matthews' 0 Jersey milk.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 3
Al bids should be addressed to A. A. three weeks, and
angrave
robl)ed
of
the
they
I
No.
know
Mrs. Bamuini, at ner parlors,
Keen, secretary of the committee, at
one should fail to 205 South First street, over the Hyde
whose office the bids will be opened. other victim." No
guaranteed,
60
rents,
try them. Only
Exploring Expitlon store, is prepared
N. G. LA UGH LIN,
at all druggists.
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dr
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
o
hair dressltng, treat corns, bunion
A. A. KEEN,
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Ingrowing nails. She gives masand
Capitol Custodian Commission.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Bambini's own preparations of comSubscribe for The Citizen.
DO YOU WANT TREES?
plexion cream builds up the skin and
t
c tjjAifji r s. s. 9 a at a a
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
Forest Trees, ShrubM-EDICJ.Nalto prepares a hair tonic that cures
E
falling
and
prevents
hair
dandruff
and
bery and Strawberry
out; restores life to dead hair; reS moves moles, warts and superfluous
Acclamated-Nic- e
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND TEAS
a very fine tooth powder which sh
;
SPECIAL ATTPNTION OIVEN TO PACKINO AND SH1PPINO
e guarantees to be free from all metallic
breath,
perfumes
the
It
substances.
2
Patronage Solicited,
Send for Prlct Llit-You- r
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recomS mended by all first class dentists. Alv
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, tnd pile cure. All of
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
these preparations are purely vegetaGRANT RIVENBURG, Proprietor
mi
OLD 'PHONK tmm
ble compounds. Give her a tital
Automatic telephone 490.

ZEIGER CAFE

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue

tuur
Tti
1 lit- HUUYI.

On Furniture, Pianos,

the

Futrelle Furniture Co.

Grant

LOAN
HONEY TOorgans,
Horses,

83,790300 bottles cold in 1903.

T
OHrn promptly All
W. KUNZ, Wholesale Dealer, Albuquerque.

;

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

C. BALDRlDGEi,

Trees! Trees! Trees!

tataf-aataiataata.-

aa.aaaat.at

ta

SPRING
FOR THE BLOOD

I

Fruit Trees,

Plants.

Thoroughly

Clean Stock

SEE

J. H O'RIELLY

&

..Santa, TTe TNTrirsery..
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This decree will clear the Elephant
owe
Butte site and open the way for the
government to build a reservoir at that
point If conaidered most available
retltlons will also be circulated asking
the United States land commission to
refrain from selecting any more lands
DENVER it RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
under the grants for irrigation pur
RIO
GRANDE SOUTHERN
RIO GRANDE & SANTA FE
Is bard enough as
pose to the territory for the purpose
it is. It is to her that
supplying grazing privileges to far
of
we owe our world.
ored cattlemen and from making any
THE POPULAR JLINE TO
and everything
more leases of such lands under what
should be made as
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woo- d
ever pretense. They want these lands
easy as possible for
ber at the time of
sold to the best advantage as provided
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
childbirth. This
in the act of congress and the money
City,
Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
is just what
applied In building reservoirs on the
Los
Angeles,
Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Rio Grande and In Improving the river
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
MOTHER'S
and the flow of water In the bed of
the'same. They want this done in
TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS
their own day and generation, and not
to wait until they are all dead and
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resort. The only
buried before they
realize some
line passing through 8alt Lak City en route to Pacifia Coast
will do. tt will make
benefits from the liberality of congress
baby's cominsr easy
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
They are advised that, notwlthstand
and painless, and that without takCreek, Leadvllls, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
Ing the failure of the Fall Irrigation
ing dangerous drugs into the sysCity, Ogden, Portland, 8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
bill, the territorial land board has
tem. It is simply to be applied to
the muscles of the abdomen. It
ample authority to sell these lands
PINING CAR SERVICE a La Carts on all THROUGH TRAINS
penetrates through the skin carry,
and to use the money to supply the
ing strength and elasticity with it.
Information desired by the Washing
J. A. EDSON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
It strengthens the whole system and
I
ton
end of the line, and, falling In get
Denver Colo.
nsn.
prevents all of the discomforts of
ting a national appropriation for the
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
pregnancy.
purpose,
reservoir
build
to
the
desired
The mother of a plumb babe in
Panama, Mo., says: "I have used
with funds derived from the sale of
Mother's Friend and can praise it
the lands, without waiting for the as
Syrup of Figs appeals to the cultured and the
highly."
slstanre of the government. It Is conand to the healthy, because Its
sidered most feasible at this time to
-component parts are simple and wholesome
get
the national appropriation, but
Get Mother's Friend at the
and because it acts without disturbing the
they are going to keep both Irons in
Drug Store, $1 per bottte.
natural functions, as it is wholly free from
the fire.
every objectionable quality or substance.
In
The people of Las Cruces have anprocess of manufacturing figs are used, as
the
The Bradfield Regulator Co.,
other scrap on In the matter of Incor
they are pleasant to the taste, but the mediciporating the town. It will be a sur
ATLANTA, GA.
nal virtues of Syrup of Figs are obtained from
prise to outsiders to know that a town
an excellent combination of plants known to
of this size and Importance has absol
Write for our free illustrated book,
be medicinally laxative and to act most bene' Before Babv is Born."
utely no town government. In consequence there are few sidewalks, and
ficially. To get its beneficial effects buy
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
those that exist are constructed of all
the genuine manufactured by the
widths and at all levels; there are
WANT A RESERVOIR.
no lights on the streets, except such
as glimmer through some saloon or
RUNS
Take Steps to Secure a National store, and no municipal machinery for
the cleaning of the streets. It has
been long felt that these conditions
Appropriation.
were a reproach to the town and thaf
they should be changed. About six
"THE FA8TEST EVER"
THEY ALL WANT WATER.
months ago a feeble effort to incorpor
For tale by an leading DrurjiiU, in origiaal paekaces only, testing tat fuU
tXOe t
ate under the village act was made,
name oi tne company.
A
of the New Mexic- and failed by a tie vote. This time
City,
Meman, writing from has Cruces, under the business men of the town have
taken
hold
of
matter,
they
the
and
date of April 3. on thhe important subare going to put the project through
ject of irrigation, says:
The people of the Mesll'.a Valley in good shape.
Call on Agent for full Information
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas
ate aroused on the subject of securing
SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A, E.
shoes are at hand.
Every stylo Is Automatic "Phone No. 516.
a reservoir at or near the Elephant
System, El Paso, Texas.
Bell Telephone No. 115.
Butte on the Rio Grande in order to Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain's shown from the patent leather vlcl
dress shoe to the heavy box calf workCough Remedy.
enlarge the area of irrigated lands In
Simon
"When I haa an attacn of the grin ing styles, at $3 and 13.50.
the valy and otherwise improve their
present irrigation facilities. They have last winter (the second one) I actually Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o
tiave
authentic information cured myself with one bottle of ChamV
4- Tbe Great Republican
SIMON STERN'S REGISTER OF
that t!;p Irrigation authorties in Wash- berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
1
8PRING
Paper of America,
ARRIVALS.
Perry,
editor of the Entenrlse. of
ington are n'og'. iavoralily impressed W.
MEN'S SUITS FOR EASTER.
with the conditions along the Rio Shortsville, N. Y. "This Is the honest
The Qreat News.
KNOX HATS SOFT AND STIFF.
Grande for the construction of a reser- truth. I at times kept from coughing
paper of tbe World.
TIGER
HATS
AND
SOFT
STIFF.
myself
to
pieces
by
teaspoon-futaking
a
l
voir on the river, and that all they, the
HANAN & SON'S SHOES.
of this remedy, and when the cough
people have to do to pet an appropriaW. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
tion is to go after it. They have Been ing spell would come on at night I
TIES AND HOSIERY FOR EASTER
dOBe
a
would
It
take
and
seemed
that
with mortification that Arizona has al
Almost equal to a Dalljr at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
local: UNDERTAKER SANTA fe pacific railroad.
SIMON STERN,
ready received over $2,500,000 from In the briefest Interval the cough
news form all parts of th World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and CorThe
Railroad
Avenue
Clothier.
pass
would
off
go
I
to sleep
and would
the national irrigation fund for the perfectly
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading mato
accough
free
from
and
Its
purpose of constructing
irrigation
Egg for Hatching
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
works, and that not one rent has been companying pains. To say that the From fine Black MInorcas, prolific lay
Journal. Two papers every week-- One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
remedy
as
a
acted
most
agreeable
surers
appropriated for the territory of New
large white eggs; 60 cents per
FREE.
prise is putting it very mildly. I had 13. of
eggs
i
Mexico. When they have
Also
from
as no
.:
that it would or could knock Brahma, 75 cents perthe13.beautiful light
to the cause of this they have learned out idea
the grip, simply because I had
PRINT1NQ
THE
OLOBE
Mo,
CO..
St.Louls
EDWARD McGUIRE.
that the principal reason has been the never tried it for such a purpose, but It
o
fact that the people of the territory did, and It seemed with the second atWe can supply your wants In oil
tave entirely failed to lay before the tack of coughing the remedy caused it cloth,
and linoleum. The largest stock
Irrigation authorities at Washington to not only
of less duration, but the to select from at Albert Fiber's 305
the facts and figures, the data neces-ar- pains were be
less severe, and I had Railroad avenue.
to pass upon the merits of any not used thefar
contents of one bottle beproposition which they desire the gov fore Mr. Grip had bid me
MONUMENTS.
adieu." For
ernment to take hold of. They are rale by all druggists.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
going to supply that data. To that end
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cora large and enthusiastic meeting was
Snow at Las Vegas.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
lield this week at the court house and
Denizens of Las Vegas opened their
H. Q. MAURINO & CO.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlinga committee of five appointed for the eyes this morning on a pure white
0
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-man- ,
brakeman,
See our new spring line of carpets.
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
urpose of effecting the end desired. world, says the Optic. The snow fell
Fab-cr- ,
We
can
you
save
money.
Albert
an
American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
This committee will collect funds gently during the night to the depth of
305 West Railroad avenue.
soldier." Nebraska City News.
and send the best man they can get an inch or more. In the morning the
o
to Washington, armed with the data sun rose clear. The golden gorgeur
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
Reclining
from the land office and all the facts of his beams on the snowy covering
Each season brings out some new
TO KANSAS CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
and figures of the Elephant Butte made a scene of dazzling brilliance. It features and an Improvement over
TWO THRO TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
Company. It is confidently assumed was only for an hour or two. By 9 last. All our carts are fitted with new
ere that they can get a good appro o'clock the last trace of the beautiful and Improved gear, easy riding springs
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
1 priation for the purpose. It is learned had vanished and the streets were dry and durable, and more elaborate than
also that the government is to change To atone for the unseasonable weather ever shown before. We have about 60
ns iorm or attack on the old company of yesterday, today has been as per- assorted prices ranging from
to
and endeavor to secure a decree an- fect even as can be found in this ideal 130.00. Don't fail to see them before
nulling the rights of the company on corner of the earth.
buying W. V. Futrtlle Furniture Co.,
Office, 1039 17th
corner Second and Coal.
the ground that it, teh company, has
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in time
forfeited its rights Uy reason of the
G. W. VALLERY, General A rent
failure to construct its reservoir within affords security from all kidney and
A.
B.
SLEYSTER.
bladder
DENVER.
diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.
the five years fixed by the statute.
a
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
SIERRA COUNTY NEWS.
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW
FIRE INSURANCE,
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
REAL ESTATE.
From Sierra County Advocate.
Wheat, write to
PUBLIC.
What a heap of Happiness It Would
W. W. Williams, superintendent of ROOMSNOTARY CUOMWJCLL
BLOCK. THE JOHN BEOKEK CO., Props.'
Bring to Albuquerque Homes.
BELEN, N. M
mine,
the Wicks
returned this week
Automatic Tlephon 17
Hard to do housework with an ach-tu- from an extended trip to Chicago and
O83e83e8eKKKKKKK80B:X
back;
Boston. He reports everything favorHours of misery at leisure or t able to the early starting up of the
work.
Wicks mine.
If women only knew the cause:
Th South Percha people have a
pood showing of ore in the face of the
Backache pains come from sick
drift of the Great Eastern, 180 feet
Dean's Kidney Tills will cure sick under cover. They are taking out ore
kidneys.
that has a gold value of from $!) to
f HO per ton.
Albuquerque people endorse this:
John Gardiner and A. W. FarrlngMrs. J. H. Smith, of 115 Hunlng avenue., (J. II. Smith, deputy sheriff,) ton visited Tierra Blanca lant Friday.
says:
"Every woman who has had Mr. Gardiner was very niurh Impress
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
YCI,
backache for a month so severe that ed with what he saw in the way of
above
the level of tbe sea, and the beat of the lower altitudes is never
every movement she made hurt and mines In that district. Mr. Gardiner
Auuough not generally known summer Is the very
experienced.
she never knew the moment but the !s an old Cripple Creek operator and
ia. w t 1 xrm
bti
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
slightest strain on the muscles of the he predicts that this section of the
Tbe daily afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
lack brought a twinge which could country will some day ilval Cripple
cools
tbe atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg.iS lovely.
only be described as excruciating, is Creek. He believes t hat development
Between
the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of enr
make this district one
more than pUascd when the finds a will
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornmeans to at first check such attacks of the best ore producers in the conn- ings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
and then radically dispose of them.
with the beauty of this country as to never fotget his trip under
(5.
Ka.-siBrower and John
Dr. A.
When Buffeting from backache I went
The White Umbrella."
Pharmacy
for are now the owners of the Frieburg
to the Alvarado
Doau's Kidney Pills and took a course mine. During his visit here last week
r
In Pullman Tourist
d.iily on f.ist train, with
t
of the treatment. It storped the annoy- Dr. Biower purchased James Mcinpeople.
Save mom-- ami travel foinfort.il ily. Personally
ance. Since then I have had no neces- tosh's half Interest in 1'iat valuable
conducted
excursions, in charge of expcrkmv.i
sity to use Dean's Kidney Pills nor any property. The owners are laying plans
tri-etkly.
other medicine for aching across the to put up a large mill to treat the exbody
In
property.
ore
the
The
tensive
Inquire
small of the back."
of local
is prepared to furnish you with thf best of accommodations to
To
For Kale by all dealers. Price 50 ('odor's last visit here cnuviuccd him
You will
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
Los Angeles,
Co., Buffalo, N. that this Is a K"1 district to invest
cents. Foster-Mllburlike the
C. R. HUDSON,
V., sole agents for the United States. iu milling. Dr. lirower and Mr. Kaiser
Saa Francisco
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. 0. Mf AD,
Service
Q. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.
C. A., El Paso.
A. Q. & P. A., Mexico
Renumber the name Doan's and are also the principal owners of th"
13 Ready Pay mines.
take no substitute.
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doctoring for two years, was finally cured
of her kidney trouble by the use of
Lydia H Pinlcham's Vegetable Compound.
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Springer, April 13.
Precinct No. 6 Los radtllaa, Vidal
Chavez, April 9.
Precinct No. 11 Pajarlto, Jose Chavez y Chavez, April 10.
Precinct No. 9 Rancho Atrlsco, $
B. Lucero, April 11.
Precinct No. 28 Atrlsco, at Schoo.
House, April 13.
Precinct No. 5 Barelas, Eslavio
Vigil, April 14.
Precinct No. 14 San Ignaclo, Nico
las Herrera, April 11.
Precinct No. 22 La TIJera, J. R. Car
penter, April 9.
Precinct No. ,7 San Antonio, Chas,
Kemp, April 10.
Precinct No. 23 San Pedro, Juaa
Otero, April 11.
Precinct No. 10 Escobosa, Filemeno)
Mora, April 13.
s,
Precinct No. 34 Chilili, Adolfo
April 14.
Albuquerque,
Precinct No.
of F. H. Kent, April 9.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor for Bernalillo County.

adopted.
The base ball game at St. Michael's
college grounds Sunday afternoon be
tween the Mechanics and Twentieth
Century clubs resulted In a victory for
the former team by a score of 10 to 8.
This Is the Mechanics' third straight
victory and It would seem that they
are very near invincible.
NEEDLES.
OF
TOWN
Mrs. Grace Ford, wife of George W.
The Citizen Job
1
Ford, died Friday night at her home
Office is prepared to
Almost Deserted by People Rushing near the Santa Fe railway depot. De"turn out work of
to Placer Diggings.
ceased was 41 years of age and leaves
WM. GOETTINQ A CO., Proprietors.
A special dispatch from Needles, to no
any character or
children. The funeral services were
says:
5,
April
News,
dated
Denver
he
held at the late residence at 10 o'clock
quality demanded,
All kinda of Fresh Areata handled.
Y.,
This town is practically deserted Sunday morning. Interment following
Sausage making a specialty.
at the right prices.
ac all men and most of the women and at Falrview cemetery.
children have joined the gold rush to
Mail orders for
N. Salmon, of the Arm of Salmon &
the new placer diggings in Klinefelter Abousleman, received a fine bay trot
out-of-tocusto- - R
canyon, ten miles from here.
ting mare which he purchased a short
mers given special
HOTEL CLAIRE...
The W. H. Orr company is develop time ago In Albuquerque. The mare
ing water in the canyon, and through was brought overland by Carl Bishop
attention.
SANTA FE, N. Nl
Of all the diseases known with which the female organism is afflicted, pipes, driven to And bedrock came up- and Is one of the fastest In tbe city.
kidney disease is the most fatal. In fact, unless prompt and correct treatment on coarse gold. Placer gold worth $22 She presents a very handsome appearELECTRIC
PROOF,
FIRE
was sifted from three buckets of gra ance and haa a fine record aa a trot
is applied, trie weary patient seiaom survives.
Notice.
Assessor's
HEATED,
Mrs.
gave
LIGHTED, STEAM
ex. vel taken from the pipe, and waa
Pinkham, early in ber career,
Being fully aware of this,
ter. Mr. Salmon is anxious to see the
bau&tive study to the subject, and in producing her great remedy for woman's
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Notice Is hereby given that the unbrought from a depth of probably lovers of good horses in Santa Fe get
see
uompouna
to
wascareiui
SANITARY
ills Lydla K. I'lnituani 8 vegetable
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a
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herbs
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THROUGHOUT.
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ty, haa for the convenience of tax
A pile dam has been put in by the
that dreaded disease, woman S kidney troubles. The Vegetable Compound
track. He Is willing to do his share In
ROOM
of all kinds on hand
SAMPLE
LARGE
company for damming the under starting and carrying through the pro payers, opened an office at Room 11,
female
svstem,
govern
and
harmony
laws
acts
Orr
in
with
the
that
entire
the
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
mininsf, real estate
Armljo Building, Third and Railroad
while there are many so called remedies for kidney troubles, 'Lydla K. flow of water, and occasionally it be ject.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
Vegetable Compound is the only one especially pre- comes necessary to extract a pile after
city,
Pinkhaiu's
- avenue, over B. Ilfeld & Co., in the
and loan blanks,
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cent'a hospital at 2:30 o'clock Satur
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GEO. E. ELLIS,
was pulled out the other day and a dol-l- day afternoon, aged about 76 years. payers will be received until further
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'
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a bur
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'a worth of
For two veara mr life waa
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Gamier was the widow of the
for jne. For three months I took his medicines, but grew steadily es have been staked for a distance of Levi Gamier, who died here In 1899. against all tax payers who fail to resued by authority,
worse. Mr husband then advised me to try Lydia E. Pinkhani's two miles above aad below the origin The couple moved to Santa Fe forty turn their property for taxation and
Statute wilt
Vegetable Compound, and brought home a bottle. It is the greatest al location.
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steadily
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J- conducted the until 6 o'clock p. m., each business day
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l naa troume
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Robt.
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J. M. SANDOVAL,
Printing
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walk a block at a time. M y back and head ached all the time, and I was Read house drug store of Chattanooga, cupied by the New Mexican
Assessor Bernalillo County.
J.
so nervous I could not sleep ; had hysteria and fainting spells, was tired xenn., writes: "There ia more merit company, aome years ago, died at the
lopes, bill heads,
Dealer in
all the time, had such a pam in my left side that I could hardly stand In Foley'a Honey and Tar than In any borne of his mother on the south side
pamphlets, etc.
Notice of Forfeiture.
Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Death
without putting my foot on sometning.
at times
cough syrup. The calls for
M
Territory of Arizona, County of Coto pneumonia. Deceased Is
waa
due
I doctored with several good doctors, but they did not help me any,- other
multiply wonderfully and we sell more survived by one sister, Mrs. James chise, ss.
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nnrl ran walk two milfts without feelhiir over tired. The doctors
arrangements for the
You are hereby notified that I have
and
the
decease,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
SANTA FE.
tell mn that mv kidneva are all rieht now. I am so happy to be well,
funeral are being delayed pending her expended one hundred dollars ($100.00);
and I feel that I owe it all to your medicine." Mrs. Opal Strono,
arrival. Deceased was about 40 years in labor and improvements upon the
'From the New Mexican.
Dalton, Mass. c,
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate la
A number or Indians were in me city of age.
advice.
for
write
women
to
her
alck
all
invites
Mrs.
Peralta Canon, Cochlti District, BernaPinkham
BALLING,
SIMON
Proprietor.
selling pottery and beaded work and
do shoddy work
A Thoughtful Man.
She has guided thousands to health. Address Lynn, Mass.
u
lillo Co., New Mexico, aa will appear
Balling
Bros.
provisions.
to
buying
Successor
even at your price,
If we cannot forthwith produr the ordinal Ixtteri and elgnatareeof
Winchester, Ind., by certificate filed February 8, 1896, la
of
Austin,
M.
M.
FORFEIT
jailor
at
Gonzales,
assistant
Jesus
bur testimonials, which will prore their abaolute gnuiDneM.
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
Counbut no other office
Lydla K. Pinkhain Medicine Co., E.jrnn, Maa.
the Santa Fe county Jail, is detained knew what to do In the hour of need. the office of the recorder of said
un
We desire patronage, and we
premises
said
ty,
to
hold
order
in
case
of
unusual
an
such
wife
had
His
from his duties on account of illness.
in the southwest
baking.
guarantee first-clas- s
DEMINQ.
liver trouble, physicians der the provisions of section 2324 Re
stomach
and
the
of
committee
city
executive
The
can do better work
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Albuquerque, N. M A
207 & First 8t,
Roosevelt reception held a protracted could not help her. He thought of and vised Statutes of the United States, be
Fw Pointers About a Good Town In
than The Citizen
meeting Saturday evening at the city tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and ing the amount required to hold the
8outhern New Mexico.
council chambers. Plans for the recep she got relief at once and waa finally same for the year ending December 31,
Keep your eye on iteming.
does.
1902.
The territorial land board and the tion were fully diseased and partially cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
Demlna has Just been Incorporated.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle United States land commission were
And If within ninety daya from the
a
annually; la the center of the greatest in regular session at Santa Fe yesterserving of this notice, you fall or rebreeding region In the southwest and cat- day afternoon.
fuse to contribute your proportion of
tlemen all know this.
such expenditure, together with the
Demlng, the coming city of New MexNotaries Appointed.
cost of this publication, as a
ico.
Governor Otero appointed the fol
your interest In the said claim will beDemlng has a magnificent school syslowing notaries public: Maxlmlllano
tem.
come the property of the subscriber unWest Railroad Avenue.
Demlng, tbe railroad center of New Duran, Los Pinos, Rio Arriba county;
der said section 2324.
Mexico.
t,
J. B. Block, Jemez Hot Springs, San
Dated March 19th. 1903.
The CITIZEN is
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of doval county; Bias Sanchez,
CONRAD,
Mora,
ALEX
.
equipped to manuOld Mexico.
Signature, i
county; F. W. Brooks, Wagon
Demlng, the seat of the new county of Mora
MEN AND WOMEN
facture to order any
Mound, Mora county; James A. Nabb,
Um Biir J tar nnnataii
Luna.
Stage and
Over Eighty Per Cent in
Notice for Publication.
style of blank book, g M M QurutM. ia diitctisrgPS,lt)ilintutttioQi
(
Demlng Is the great mining center of Santa Rosa, Leonard Wood county.
IrrnatluDS or ulrarailm
g
(Homestead
la
9
Entry No. 4381.)
Mrlel.r.
mucous
southwest.
at
ninbrt.iif
the
tf
innow
J
no matter
rn...u Ci.i.,1..
Stage
PaiiilsM, snd not sstrlD
Second
Seventy Per Cent In
Land Office Business.
Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
Department of the Interior, Land Offlca
aalTHE EViNS CMMICllCO. gSDI or pOlMiDOUS.
tricate the, ruling.
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
The following homestead entry was
ftolej by Draiilslt,
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
wc:iiciiin,ir3
by
Cured
Demlng water is chemically pure-equor sent in dIs wrspr
are
Thfs
Disease
cf
Damaclo
Saturday morning:
made
Make up your form
Notice la hereby given that the fol
rrpsitl,
cxprtHui.
for
br
to Polan springs.
Griego, Sena, 160 acres. In San Miguel
VI
lowing-name12.79.
ITS lMrtlsettler has filed notice
just as you want it,
Demlng has Increased 50 per cent In pop county.
Circular scut oa rouuott
of his intention to make final proof ia
ulatlon In four years.
and let us give you
The following homestead entries
support of his claim, r.nd that said
Demlng water and pure oxona make
our estimate.
were made yesterday morning: Philip
proof will be made before the Clerk of
strong and healthy people.
NEW
TREATMENT
0Z0N0F0RM
Investments In Demlng .ots will double M. Davenport, Maxwell City Postoffice,
the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
160 acres, In Colfax county; James B.
and treble In one year.
M-- ,
Dealer in
on April 21, 1903, viz.: William H.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and Hoylan, Cabra Postoffice, 160 acres, in
Allison,
for tbe EH of NWV4. and
H.
General Herchandlse and electric light system under contract.
San Miguel county.
lots 1 and 2, See. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
Demlng tbe demand for rental
As to a cure for consumption, there has been enJless theorizing
In
Liquors
He names the following witnesses t
houses Is Ave times In excess of the supand numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
Delegates Named.
prove bis continuous residence upon
ply.
Governor Otero haa appointed the
Those proposed have generally been based on tbe alleged discovery of
Proprietor of the 8ummer Garden
Demlng has an abundance of water for
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
AH Kinds or Country Produce Bought Irrigating vineyards,
some mysterious compound having tbe effect of arresting the disease.
orchards, or gar- following delegates to represent New
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
thirty-fiftmeetannual
Mexico at tbe
and Sold.
dens.
There are of course very pertinent reasons why these "discovM.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque.
Books, magazines,
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour ing of tbe National Conference of
Goodg Delivered Free to all Parts of
N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque.
erers" should withhold from the public information as to the nature
rental returns will be SO per cent on the Charities and Corrections, which will
the City.
pamphlets,
N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquera
necessary,
of
Is
remedies,
la
If
hardly
their
but
It
likely
this
beget
to
Investment.
tie held in Atlanta, Ga., May 6 to 12:
que, N. M.
logues, etc., bound
widespread confidence,
In Demlng good safe loans can be kad Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds of Las Vegas,
Corner of Third and TIJeraa
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
In the old established
rates
than
at
better
Mexico
New
Albuquerque
in anystyle lowest
Mrs. E. L. Browne of East Las Vegas,
THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
towns.
rates. Satisfaction
Fine Crockery.
At Demlng you can buy lots at 1100 Mrs. William B. Chllders and Mrs. M.
Tbe new Ozonoform Treatment for Consumption which baa been
which will pay you 100 per cent In less P. Staram of Albuquerque, Mrs. W. II.
A fine line of tbe celebrated Cbarlea
guaranteed.
by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and ia now being tried with the
Introduced
months.
H. Llewellyn of Las Cruets, Mrs. R. J.
than twelve
Meaken and other noted brands Just
811 South First Street
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute In tbe Hicks BuildIn Demlng another good hotel Is needed Palen and Mtb. H. O. Bursum of Santa
received and you will be surprised to
of
Increase
enormous
FRANK VAJO. Proprlator.
ing, San Antonio, is sharply differentiated from the other
to accommodate the
)
Fe, Rev. Mary J. Borden of Albuquersee how cheaply you can buy them. W.
population.
Is
cures
Is
fact
the
Its
first
nature
It.
openly
that
que,
proclaimed
by
of
Mrs.
Studebaker
and
East
its
Tne oest oi liquors served to pat Demlng Is a great health result has no
V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Secoriginator, Dr. Kretchmeyer, of Berlin, and second, that It la founded,
rons 01 the bar.
superior In climate for the cure of pul- Ias Vegas.
ond Btreet and Gold avenue.
monary troubles.
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Capitol Custodian Committee.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
but on the results of years of Btudy and experimentation alon tbe lines
Two large plants will be Installed within
Tbe Capitol Custodian committee or
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
scientific thought haa Indicated as tbe most likely to
which
can depend upon securti
modern
Ladlea
the year.
ganized yesterday morning by electing
permanent relief from Irregular
bring about satisfactory results.
Why buy high priced lots when you can Judge N. B. laughlln. of Santa Fe,
painful periods by using these wafer
get them In Demlng cheap now, with cerMELINI & EAKIN
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
chairman. Solicitor General Bartlett
Safe and sure at all times.
tain advance assuredT
A.
Commissioner
A.
Keen
A full description of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
WHOLESALE LIQLTR3 A CIGARS
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsur. and I.and
Avoid worthless substitutes by purpassed for fertility, production of fruits were present. The committee ordered
chasing only from our agent.
much Information of value to consumptives Is contained in a book
and vegetables of all kinds.
that the cupola, dome, cornices, balusWe nandle everything .a wur Una
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Imwhich has recently been published by Dr. Fielding. It Is a handsomely
Demlng offers the same opportunities
trades, tin roof and window frames of
Distillers Agents
porters.
everyone
in the subject should write or
Interested
work,
In tbe
illustrated
and
now
prosperous
cities
most
that
the
painted
be
tbe capitol
Special distributors Taylor 4 Williams west offered
and advertiseW, Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
several years ago.
Dr. Fielding at the Hicka Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
doing the work will
Louisville, Kentucky.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
Demlng needs one hundred new houses ments for bids for
of it. It Is sent free of charge.
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
to supply the demand, and needs tbeui be published in the Santa Fe New MexS. First St,
Albuquerque, N. M. now. This demand continues to grow.
ican, Albuquerque Citizen and Las
for Bernalillo count..

J Mrs.

o
o
o

Electrical Works,
Nash, comer of Lead avenue and
Second street, contractor and dealer
In all kinda of electrical appliances.
Clectrlo door bells, chandallera and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
and motors, and special wiring. Automatic 'phone 401.
M

Capt. John H.

Makes a Clean Sweep.
There's nothing like doing a tblng
thoroughly. Of all the salves you ever
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the
best. It sweeps away and cures burns,
sores, bruises, cuts, bolls, ulcers, skin
eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
druggists.

Office

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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1903

A MONTH
A small bottle of Scott's
Emulsion costing fifty cents
will last a baby a month a
ew drops in its bottle each
time it is fed. That's a small
Assessor's Notice.
outlay for so large a return of
The undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo county, hereby gives notice that
Boards of Control of Armories Named. health and comfort
in person or by deputy will be ia
he
Babies that are given
Governor Otero has appointed the
following precincts on the dates
the
following as a board of control having Scott's Emulsion auickly reand at the places named for the pur
armory
Las
at
supervision
of
the
the
helpful action. pose of receiving tax returns for the
Vegas: MaJ. R. C. Rankin, four years; spond to its
1903:
seems
to
contain just the year
Capt. A. P. Tarklngton, three years: It
Precinct No. 3 Alameda, Malaqulaa
Capt. A. M. Smith, two years; Lieut. elements of nourishment a Martinez, April 9.
H. Gross, one year. The governor baby needs most.
Precinct No. 4 Rancho de Albualso appointed the following board of
querque, Daniel Martinez, April 10.
Ordinary
trcquently
tood
control of the armory at Albuquerque:
Precinct No. 8 Los Grlegos,' Juaa
Col. John Borradallc, four years; MaJ. Jacks this nourishment;Scott s C. Samora, April 11,
E. Elder, three years; Capt. Michael Emulsion always supplies it.
Henry,
Duranes,
Precinct No. 35
years;

COAL DEALER
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

7

Vegas Record. Tbe board also ordered
that more trees and shrubbery le
planted In the capttol yard. The committee assigned for the use of P. B.
Otero, as fish and game warden, the
room at the northwest corner of the
capttol, on the second floor. To Charles
Sa fiord, traveling auditor, was as
signed the room adjoining the treasurer's office. Bills for the month were
pproved and ordered paid.

W. H. HAHN
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Stylish
Lovy Shoes

RETURNS FROM WASHINGTON

Sale Ten Million Boxes a Year.

(Concluded from phge one.)

THE FBILTS. rAVOMTI
tOIOIRI
also, have two United States district
courts, two revenue districts, two
United States marshals, probably ten
United States land offices, with a register and receiver in each, probably
two surveyor generals, and the same
CATHARTIC
educational and public institutions that
ks
we now have In each territory, with a
An
tTTftl.T. .rti.s.ai iili
tremendous endowment of land going
vrvRtits
directly to the eastern and western
FOR
portions of the new state for both edu'
cational and public institutions. The
,T
capltol would probably be placed at
Santa Fe for at least ten years, If not
Ingratitude.
to
permanently.
Albuquerque, April 7 1903.
"The statehood bill had at least Editors Cltlsen:
twenty-fivmajority in Its favor in the
Sir: Of all the mean, low contempt-ibl- e
senate throughout the whole session.
things the flesh Is heir to ingratiIt was simply talked to death by about tude "takes
1
the.cake."
five senators.
The delegates have
Hon.'B. 8. Rodey arrived at 7:10
taken steps to see that the committee last evening.
There were just live
on territories In the coming house is fi lends to
meet him. As we all know
not packed against statehood. We are what he has
done for us it made me
assured that it will not lie, and, there- feel cheap. Rodey said he was pleasfore, we expect tne bill will easily pass ed to get home quietly.
That may be
again. New Mexico came out of the to. But how
our duty to ourabout
light better than she went in. It was selves and him,
the greatest fight ever made In con
I searched this morning's Journal- - 1
gress on a similar subject. The terrl
Democrat and failed to find his arrival
tory received more advertising through
mentioned.
tne statehood fight than it ever recelv
Now, If a bawdy house keeper or a
ed In all Its history previously, and it tin horn
gambler arrived they would 5
is getting the benefit of that advertls
get a pleasing squib; but not so with
ing now by the splendid progress It is our delegate to congress.
He muBt
making. I spread Information of our wal tfor attentions until we want to
resources everywhere, and I have use him again.
Yours truly,
knowledge of enterprises that will be
A. FRIEND.
commenced In the territory during this
summer and fall that would astonish
Mrs. Parschall, mother of Mrs. Josour people if I had the time to tell eph T. Johnston, is laid up at the residabout them.
ence of her daughter on the Highlands.
I have put in two and a half years A few days ago Mrs. Tarschall fell and
or my life for New Mexico's benefit fractured her nip. Owing to her age It
and worked as hard as I was capable is feared that the Injury will keep her
of working. Of its effect our people confined to her bed for an Indefinite
period.
must be the judge.
"The enemies of statehood not only
The
Benevolent socie
talked statehood to death, but they
killed a whole lot or other legislation ty will meet tomorrow afternoon at
30 o'clock at Attorney F. W. Clan
which the country needed, and forced
an extra session of the United States cy's office.
senate. The Philippine tariff bill was
Harmony lodge No. 17. I. O. O. F
needed badly, the Aldrich financial meets
evening at 8 o'clock. Debill was needed still more, and both of gree this
drill. All members of the order 1these measures shared the fate of the Invited to
attend.
siatenood Mil. The friends of state
A meeting of Albuquerque lodge No.
hood get a little grim satisfaction out
of this fact, even though most of us 36, I. O. B. B., will be held this. (Tues
were in favor of the Aldrich financial day) evening at 8 o'clock. All mem
bill, because It would have turned loose oers are requested to be present. By 3
hundreds of millions of dollars now order of the president. Samuel Neu
uselessly held In the United States stadt, secretary.
treasury. The statehood fight will be
A new upright piano for rent. In
We are pleased to announce
a landmark In our national history and
quire at The Whitson Music Co.
i
...lit
receipt of a shipment of
the
win, m my opinion, result in some
o
specially-mad- e
modification of the senseless rules of
novelties In new
Notice to Carpenters.
the United States senate. That body Is
The regular meetings of the union
and
fabrics and denot a government of majorities, but Is will be held on Wednesday evenings
signs in Men's Clothing. These
a government, negatively, of minori- instead of Thursday, commencing on
are representative of the best
ties. Any five healthy United States Wednesday, April 8.
of the designers, and we
work
senators capable of talking four or five
RALPH L. GOODWIN,
hours a day each, and repeating it
believe that no other concern
Secretary,
'
every fourth day, can prevent the passwill be able to offer such atage of all legislation in our congress WANTED Young ( man of good ad
tractive styles at such low
dress to work In store. Address H.,
during the period of their natural
office.
low
prices.' We invite you to see
this
j
lives.
them.
"There were two or three reasons
I
LADIES, ATTENTION
for talking the statehood bill to death.
Low prices for fine quality !
Shirt waist sets,, embroidered lace
The first one, and the one most ad- and all kinds of fltje needle work done
our specialty.
vanced by its enemies, is a false one. o order.
that is, a fear that the new jurisdicMRS. N. H. ANDRUS.
tions would be democratic. The ene422 West Marquette avenue.
....PRICE
mies of the measure knew that claim
o
Hay Four Kinds.
was false, and if it was true it could
ALL BTYLKB
Gramma hay,
not affect the United States senate poKansas hay.
litically, as It would only make 39 demNative hay,
ocratic senators against 57 republican
Alfalfa All No. 1.
senators. The second reason is the
All kinds of grain and provisions.
Jealousy of New England of the grow
J. F. PALMT5R.
ing power of the west. That is
o
Only one senator, Galllnger,
Get your stamping done at Mrs. Wil
of New Hampshire, had the courage son s.
.
i
to support the statehood measure and
live up to the party promises of the
NEW 8TOCK.
TMK ItAILftOAD A VKNUW
republican party, and he deserves all Iris Brand California' Canned Goods
credit for bis manly position.
also
The
third reason, and the one that really Our old leliable Monarch brand. If
killed the measure In this last ,cqs We can't please you no one need try.
gress, is the jealousy of power of reD. WEILLER & CO.
publican senators In that bodv. There
The Grocers.
Notice.
are 57 republican senators, 29 of these !
The Electric Light & Power com
Attention, Carpenters!
rul all party caucuses, and hence
We carry and Al line of standard pany desires to announce having turn
govern the nation. The remaining 28
tools, which we sell for very rea- ed over all wiring fixtures and elec
make
republican senators belong to the reprices. Disston saws, Jennings" trical supplies and all repair work tn
sonable
publican senatorial kindergarten.
If Iron plumb levels,
Bally and Stanley Mr. Nash and request their patrons to
only two of the new senators should be
tape
lines in leather apply to him for all this class of work.
republican and should vote with the iron planes, steel
M; NASH,
case,
Plumb's hatMaydole
hammers,
present minority of 28, it would make
Corner Lead avenue and Second.
Disston saw
bits,
car
Swan's
chets.
them the bosses of the senate and the sets,
Wilkinson folding handle draw- street; new 'phone 401.
nation, and thus reiegate the present ing knife,
o
etc.
The Chicago Restaurant and. Short
tosses to the background. This last
supcannot
we
No
that
Order House.
reason is the true one for our present ply ontools made
short notice, and for less money
Meals and short orders at all: hours
defeat. We were not defeated by the than they can be had for elsewhere.
of the day. Boarding by the wee It at
senators who made the speeches
THE MAZE,
reduced rates. Remember the place
against us. They were the mere cat's
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
paws of five or six others.
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose
market and French lakery.
io the people and the press of New
TOUCAN OF COURSE,
Mexico ror tne splendid support given UUT. i,read anywhere, but If you want
myself and the many other good good( ugnt well baked, home-mad- e
friends of statehood, I return my sin- - bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes,
One of O'RIelly & Co.'s dusters will
cerest thanks, and assure them that thl I the nlace Yon rannot bur such knock it out.
the statehood bill is only delayed, not as we bake anywhere else. You will
o
defeated. Personally all I can say Is ' find everything that we bake the best.
FURNISHED ROOMS.
to make the remark I made coming Our prices the lowest for the quality. for light housekeeping, with or with
down on the train last night, and that
out board. Inquire at Minneapolis
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
is to call attention to the history of the
323 South Second street; Bell 'phone House, between II lining and Coal, on
cowboy who was killed in a fight that A15.
Second street.
o- arose at a roundup.
His admiring
ti
company, AlbuThe Meyers-Abe- l
The Di Mauro concert which is to
frleuds nut tliia lnseriotion on his
Riven on the HtU of April at the querque, N. M., have made arrangetombstone:
'He did his damnedest.11
ments for the distribution of the famAngels could do no more." I hope I Colombo hall will l with the fine
"Mayflower" brand of "Missouri's
ous
consisting
pieces,
of
fourteen
chestra
be considered profane, so I will
contributed by the Best Bottled Beer" in this part of the
put It this way. As to New Mexico's The sinning will
will be pleased to furnish
Interests in the two years I have been 1,08t singers of the city, among whom country, and
Miss this beer to all lovers of a high grade
contralto;
In congress, I did my utmost. Whether aie M1?s .Taylor,
malt ber. brewed and bottled
or not angels or others could have Houghton, also contralto; Mrs Cuneo, hop andImperial
Brewing company, In
by
tho
ThornMr.
Wendell,
Mrs.
Cruess,
.
Mis.
ilon.. mnra i
the in.ni.iri n uav '
company
Meyers-Abe- l
The
Missouri.
Mii-s
Damlano, pianist;
I want to add thut New Mexico is in- - as. haritoue;
to quote prices on InH..I,tP,i in raw .f her nwn riti.ona if nn (Miss Hunton, also pianist, and Miss will be plehsed
Mis Blanche Reed quiry.
W. H. Andrews, more than to anyone Hratt. pianist:
Kulwcrlbe for The Daily Citizen.
else for aid, only in the statehood fight, pianist.
-- o
but in many other ways. We all know
OLIVES, PRESERVES
MONEYIOIOAN
who were our friends lu the senate. Pickles and table relishes; all fresh;
We must now do our stunts during the no stale goods. Call and give us a
On diamonds, watches or any good
president's visit, and make our very trial D. WF.Il.I.KR & CO.
security. Great bargains' tn watches
best showing."
Call on Mrs. Wilhon for Kaetcr goods. of every description.
W. V. Wolvin. 1). 1). S , lUntal Sur- New lot of
A. H. YAN0W
children's leghorn hats.
geon Santa Fe I'ucific Kailn e 1 Giant
209 South Second street, a few doors
'
block. Both 'phones.
north of postoffloe.
Subscribe tor The Daily Citizen,

ySCANDY

l7)Sw.lk

BEST

DONGOLA, McKAY SEWED,

$1.50' $1.05.
VICI KID, HAND TURN,

$2.25. $2.50. $3.00.
VICI KID, EXTENSION SOLE,

$2.25. 92.75.
PATENT KID, EXTENSION SOLE,

$3.00.
PATENT KID, HAND TURN,

$3.50.
FOR THE EA8TER FESTIVAL

our stock of superior food products
comprise everything In fine groceries.
We carry none but the best brands of
canned vegetables and preserved
fruits, the most delicious coffees and
teas, potted meats and fish, and relia
ble staples of every kind and descrip
tion.

F. F. TJROTTER
Successor to J. L, Bell & Co.
'.Nob. 118 and 120 South Second St

DOROTHY DODD SHOES
are built upon specification furnished
by a woman who has made a study of
woman's requirements. They are a
woman's Idea of a perfect shoe, remarkable for distinctive beauty and
faultless fit For sale by

T. Muensterman
Opposite Postoffice.

224 South Second

8t

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
food security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
good. Automatlo 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold arena.

r

HONEY.
can of the best extracted
honey for $4.00; 13 pounds for $1.00.
W. P. Allen, P. 0. Box 202. .
;

A

0. W. STRONG & SONS,
Hospital Am
bulance Day and Night

Prompt and Careful

Service

o "

'

.

M

X
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Cure

"If you want to know what styllBh
t
"

--

to see Stein Block

"JW

Vs--'

men will wear this Season ask
nobby cloths."

Easter Ties
?

of the

is, i

h

ANOTHER CAR LOAD

e
Chickering Bros. Pianos just received. Prospective piano purchasers and lovers f
music are Invited to call and inspect them.

Novelties...

high-grad-

HALL
a LEARNARD
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
ALBUQummQum,

n. m.

GOVERNOR

OTERO signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL
introduced by Doctor Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice in New
Mexico.
The legal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found in
his office for
tne practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Specialty Osteopathy

K L POST

& CO.

HARDWARE

V3

Best Grades...
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

.!

RANGE.

'

SIMON

deep-roote-

run a modern

BOTH PHONES.
Look Into Kleinwort's
marke. on
North Third street Ha baa the nicest
201 211. North Seconal St
freeh meats la the city.
.
o
'
TEAS AND COFFEES.
.
..
'
. lew 10 eauai.
mil ou
rv". j"
McSPADDEN-SPRINGED. Weiller & CtrTtwua.Y.es'i? grocers.
'
COMPANY
Winter Is over and you are safe in TRATiSFER
discarding your high shoes for oxfords. Our stock of surinr strips is
HAUL ANYTHING
ready for your inspection and we wish
Piano Moving a Specialty.
to rail your particular attention to the
dainty styles we are showing this year Auto. Phone 297
Colo. Phone 48
at exceptional low prices. It will pay
you to examine them at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 Went RailKodol Dyspepsia
road avenue.- - ' Digests what yen
1

are Hall
Learnard in a position to give the best
quality and values in the southwest? Twelve years
experience has taught them how to buy at the greatest discounts (quality considered) offered dealers who
buy for cash and in carload lots.

Season
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Early

n

OF CONSIDERATION

Hose Nozzles

Lawn lowers
Lawn Rakes
A COflPLETE
W

Mm

LINB OF

UARDfcN TOOLS.

H

QIO to QZO

MONEY TO LOAN.

'

WORTHY

THE BOWELS

e

to give the proper finish to your
new Easter Gown and Hat. Newest styles, most fashionable leathers, lowest prices and satisfaction
guaranteed. We shall be pleased
to have you call and examine them

f IPHA MSB

and

Hosiery
We haye just received our
new line of Easter HOSIERY
and TIES.

Smokers,
itteimitSoiniS

CLOTH I EH

As the result of a bargain purchase,
we can offer you four straight ten
cent cigars for twenty-fiv- e
cents.

.

Goods

4 for 25 cento
Clear Havana

DUST! DUST!

Postal Pharmacy
Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Icols

't

j

WHITE PIQUE
Four

In

Hand

ONE INCH SILK

four

lit Hand

NOBBY ALL SILK
Cravat and Cuff
Lisle Thread Fancy Hosiery

35c, 50c and 75c
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

E. L. WASHBURN

in Our Window

1

We Also Curry u Larg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and

!

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120

WEST GOLD AVENUE.

